
ABSTRACT 

OMONDE, KUMBUKA ANDREW. Defined Media Design for High Cell Density Pichia pastoris 
Fermentations in Shake Flasks, a 24 Well Microreactor and a 30L Bioreactor. (Under 
Direction of Dr. Michael C. Flickinger). 

A soluble chemically defined media that supported rapid growth and high cell 

densities was developed for fermentation of Pichia pastoris in shake flasks, a microreactor, 

and a 30L bioreactor. Methods for adaption of P. pastoris to this media and the preparation 

of frozen stock cultures were developed, as well as methods for shake flask inoculation and 

sampling. A correlation between the optical density and dry cell weight on the chemically 

defined media was determined. The yield of P. pastoris on glycerol, nitrogen, and histidine 

in the chemically defined media was determined in shake flasks. Determination of the cell 

yield on methanol was attempted but was not successful. Growth of a Mut+ strain and Muts 

strain were achieved in shake flask fermentation using the developed chemically defined 

media. 

P. pastoris growth was achieved in a 24 deep well micoreactor system. kLa for 

oxygen transfer in the microreactor wells was determined. Methods for microreactor 

inoculation and rapid sampling with a multichannel pipet were developed. Similar growth 

characteristics were achieved in the microreactor compared to the shake flask 

fermentations. In the microreactor fermentations there was a high level of well-to-well 

variability observed for growth of P. pastoris. During experimentation the microreactors 

response to changes in DO became slow. Due to this and the high level of well-to-well 

variability seen in the results of the microreactor experiments it is recommended that the 



microreactor system not be used for further experimentation using high cell density Pichia  

fermentations  unless these difficulties can be overcome and the variability reduced. 

Methods for fed-batch operation of a 30L bioreactor growing P. pastoris to high cell 

densities (final OD >218 OD600) were developed. Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) 

were developed for determination of kLa in the 30L bioreactor, sterilization of the 30L 

bioreactor, calibration of probes for the 30L bioreactor, scale-up from shake flasks to the 

30L bioreactor, rapid inoculation of the 30L bioreactor, incorporation of an automatic 

sampling system to monitor glycerol concentration in the media during fermentation and 

sampling of the 30L bioreactor. 
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CHAPTER 1 Pichia pastoris 

1.1 History of Pichia pastoris as an expression host 

 Pichia pastoris (P. pastoris) is a methylotropic yeast that can grow with methanol as 

its only carbon source. Phillips Petroleum Company used this fact to develop the first 

industrial use for P. pastoris in the 1970s. Phillips designed an efficient industrial process for 

the conversion of methanol into single cell protein for use in animal feed. Single cell protein 

or SCP is protein extracted from the culturing of a single celled organism that is used as a 

food supplement or substitute. But due to the economic shifts of the 1980s the Phillips’ 

process could not compete with the production of soy protein. This forced Phillips to find 

other ways to utilize the P. pastoris technology.  

 Initially Phillips pursued two different areas for P. pastoris applications. The first was 

specialty food or feed applications and the second was using P. pastoris as an expression 

system for the production of high value proteins. The first area investigated in specialty 

foods was abandoned in 1993 because P. pastoris did not have Generally Recognized As 

Safe (GRAS) status, but the high cell densities developed for P. pastoris fermentations to 

produce SCP held great potential for the expression of high value proteins.  

 In 1988 Phillips Petroleum Company began licensing the P. pastoris system for the 

expression of heterologous proteins and distributing expression kits to academic 

institutions. Struggling to keep up with demand, Phillips licensed the distribution rights to 

Invitrogen Corporation in 1993. Phillips also then sold the P. pastoris technology to 
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Research Technology Corporation who continues to license the technology. This has 

resulted in a wealth of knowledge about P. pastoris. To date, >500 proteins have been 

expressed in Pichia and over 3,000 scientific articles have been published (Sreekrishna, 

2010). 

1.2 General Characteristics of Pichia pastoris as an expression system  

 As an expression system P. pastoris provides several advantages: P. pastoris exhibits 

fast growth, the methanol inducible AOX promoter allows for controlled recombinant 

protein expression, P. pastoris can secrete recombinant proteins, P. pastoris can perform 

post translational protein modifications, and can be easily manipulated genetically. P. 

pastoris shares the advantages of molecular and genetic manipulations with 

Saccharomyces, and has the added advantage of 10- to 100-fold higher heterologous 

protein expression levels (Invitrogen Co. 2014).  

 The disadvantages of using the P. pastoris system include: the safety of storing large 

quantities of methanol needed for large scale fermentation because of methanol’s volatility. 

The concentration of methanol must be tightly controlled because high concentrations of 

methanol are toxic to the cells, and some overexpressed proteins can be unstable due to 

degradation by proteases. Major vacuolar proteases appear to be a significant factor in 

degradation, particularly in fermenter cultures, owing to the high cell density environment 

in combination with the lysis of a small percentage of cells (Cregg, 2000).    
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1.3 General Characteristics of Pichia pastoris strains used for protein expression:  

methanol-inducible promoters and methanol assimilation 

 All P. pastoris strains are derivatives of NRRL-Y 11430. Most have a mutation in the 

histidinol dehydrogenase gene (his4) to allow for selection of expression vectors containing 

HIS4 upon transformation (Cregg, 2000). The methanol-inducible pAOX1, to which the 

success of P. pastoris as a foreign protein expression system is mainly due, was first isolated 

and used for the development of vectors and genetic manipulation protocols by Salk 

Institute Biotechnology/Industrial Associates Inc. (SIBIA) (Potvin, 2012). The genome of P. 

pastoris contains two copies of the alcohol oxidase (AOX) gene. The AOX1 promoter, which 

regulates 85% of the alcohol oxidase activity in the cell, is the promoter most frequently 

used to drive heterologous protein expression in Pichia (Inan, 2001). The second AOX2 gene 

is a much weaker promoter and methanol growth solely on the AOX2 gene is significantly 

slower than methanol growth with the AOX1 gene. 

 In regards to the AOX genes, there are three types of P. pastoris strains: strains with 

both AOX1 and AOX2 genes, strains with the AOX1 gene deleted or disrupted, and strains 

with both genes deleted or disrupted. These different strains utilize methanol for growth at 

different rates. The strains with both genes designated Mut+ metabolizes methanol at the 

same rate as the wild type. Strains with a deleted AOX1 designated Muts gene grow on 

methanol much more slowly because the AOX1 gene is responsible for most of the enzyme 
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activity. Strains that have both genes deleted designated Mut- cannot grow on methanol 

(Table 1.1). 

 

 

Table 1.1 Properties for different phenotype strains of P. pastoris. (Li et al., 2007) 

 

 

 

1.4 P. pastoris Transformation  

 As in S. cerevisiae, linearized vector DNAs can be used to generate stable 

transformants of P. pastoris via homologous recombination between sequences shared by 

the vector and host genome (Li et al., 2007). The first, and simplest, way of integration is to 

digest the vector at a unique site with a restriction enzyme within either the marker gene 

(his4) or the AOX1 promoter sequences, and then to transform the linearized vector into 

the appropriate auxotrophic mutant (his4 mutant) The free DNA termini stimulate the 

vector for homologous recombination at the cut locus via a single crossover event (Fig. 1.1) 

with high frequency (50–80% of His+ transformants). ( Li et al., 2007). 
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Figure 1.1 Stable integration of a gene of interest by homologous recombination in P. 

pastoris (Invitrogen, 2014). 

 
 
 
1.5 Basic Media Design Considerations for growth of Pichia pastoris strains 

 Compared with mammalian cells, Pichia does not require a complex growth medium 

or culture conditions (Macauley-Patrick et al., 2005). Minimal requirements for P. pastoris 

growth include a carbon source, nitrogen source, phosphorous source, trace metals and 

salts. 

 Choice of carbon source is important when using the P. pastoris system to achieve 

high cell density and optimal protein expression. Fermentative carbon sources, such as 
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glucose, tend to be avoided in favor of the non-fermentative carbon sources, such as 

glycerol. This is because the by-product ethanol represses the AOX promoter, even at levels 

of 10–50 mg/l (Macauley-Patrick et al., 2005). Even glycerol at non limiting concentrations 

represses the AOX promoter, so other carbon sources such as sorbitol, mannitol, and 

alanine should be considered. 

 Many P. pastoris processes use ammonium hydroxide for pH control and as a 

nitrogen source. Understanding and control of the pH during the fermentation is needed 

because nitrogen supplementation is linked to pH.  Increased concentrations of ammonium 

in the medium can prolong the lag phase and thus inhibit cell growth, especially at 

concentrations of 0.6 M and above (Macauley-Patrick et al., 2005). 

 One of the goals of this project was to design a completely soluble chemically 

defined media that could support high cell density growth of P. pastoris. Complex medium 

like YPD can often provide favorable growth characteristics but the exact composition of the 

media is unknown and can be variable from lot to lot. This is undesirable because it 

negatively impacts the robustness and reproducibility of the process. 

  For this thesis, a new completely soluble basal salts medium was developed for the 

growth of P. pastoris so that the exact composition of the medium can be optimized to 

maximize growth in fed-batch culture to achieve high cell densities and high levels of 

recombinant protein expression.   
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1.6 Scaling Considerations 

 Another goal of this project is to develop a process that can be utilized to express a 

variety of recombinant proteins in P. pastoris in a 30L bioreactor. There are many factors 

that need to be considered and determined before an optimal process can be developed 

and it does not make economic sense to experiment at the 30L scale because of the long 

preparation times and the large volumes of media needed for 30L fermentations. Shake 

flasks are a less expensive and easy option to model cell growth, but miniaturized microwell 

bioreactor systems could provide even more scale down for rapid strain and media 

evaluation. 

1.7 Micro-reactors 

  Miniaturized bioreactor systems are an approach to rapidly obtain more 

representative scale down data than using shake flasks. There are commercially available 

miniaturized bioreactor systems like the Automated Micro Bioreactor (AMBR) system by the 

TAP group. This project uses the 24 well plate-based microreactor system from Pall. Not 

only do these systems provide pH and DO monitoring they can do multiple experimental 

runs in parallel. As the name suggests the 24 well microreactor can have 24 individual 

experiments in parallel. The TAP group has a 24 and a 48 AMBR system. This allows for rapid 

testing with environmental controls in miniature stirred bioreactor similar to a larger 

bioreactor.  
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 The Pall Micro 24 system used in this thesis consists of a 24 deep well cassette that 

is attached to a shaker platform by a vacuum. There are different disposable cassettes for 

microbial and mammalian cell growth (Fig 1.2a). Each well has DO, pH and temperature 

sensors. Gases are sparged from the bottom of each well for microbial growth and each 

well is individually heated (Fig 1.2c). System gases include nitrogen for anaerobic 

fermentation, clean dry air, oxygen for aerobic culture or fermentation, and CO2 for pH 

control and ammonia for pH control. The Micro 24 system can be used to grow a variety of 

microorganism (Table 1.2) 

 

Table 1.2 Organisms successfully grown in the Micro 24 (Pall, 2012) 

Typical Application Organisms 

Escherichia coli Aspergillus oryzae 

Pseudomonas fluorescens Cell-free expression systems 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae Mammalian suspension cultures such (CHO) 

Pichia pastoris Human T-cells 

Bacillus subtilis Mouse and Human stem cell lines 

Shewanella oneidensis MR-1 Blood cells 

Aspergillus nidulans Vero cells 

Trichoderma reesei Insect cell lines 
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Figure 1.2  Elements of the Micro 24 system (A) the single use cassettes, (B) shaker platform 

(C) Schematic of the gassing, heating and monitoring strategy in an individual well (Pall, 

2012). 

 
 
 

A 

C 

B 
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Monitoring of the DO and pH is done using optical sensors located at the base of the wells. 

When using the sulfite oxidation method to measure OTR, a characteristic drop in pH occurs 

upon completion of the sulfite oxidation reaction signaling oxygen depletion (Hanson, 

2010). Bromophenol blue can be added to cause a color change during the pH change and a 

camera can be used to capture the time this reaction takes. From this method immobilized 

DO sensor “spots” in the bottom of the wells were developed. An immobilized pH sensitive 

fluorophore sensor “spot” attached to the bottom of a well is used to monitor pH. 

1.8 Shake Flasks 

 Many of the initial experiments for this thesis project were carried out in baffled 

shake flasks using double milk filter disc closures (Schwartz Manufacturing Co.). Shake flasks 

are very convenient and less expensive bioreactors to study a wide range of operational 

conditions (Freedman, 1970; Buchs, 2001). Shake flasks were used to characterize the 

growth rate of P. pastoris on defined basal salts media, determine dry cell weight and cell 

yield values of major the media components. Although shake flasks can generate useful 

data they lack important environmental control. Shake flasks lack pH and DO control and 

therefore it is difficult to optimize these important environmental conditions in shake flasks. 

1.9 30L Bioreactor 

 Bioreactor systems provide much more process control than shake flasks. Most 

bioreactors have pH, DO, and temperature monitoring on-line and control loops to maintain 

constant values corresponding to a set point as cell mass increases. This allows for tight 
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control during bioprocessing, but cleaning, sterilizing (SIP) and operating bioreactors are 

more labor intensive than shake flasks. An appropriate fluid transfer system must be added 

to the bioreactor for aseptic addition of inoculum and medium feeds. This usually involves 

attaching weldable tubing to the bioreactor and transfer bottles.  The bioreactor and tubing 

must all be sterilized by SIP for stainless steel bioreactors and this is expensive in terms of 

utility cost. Cleaning validation is an expensive necessity if the protein being produced is 

going to be used commercially. 

1.10 Strategies for Pichia Protein Expression:  Three-phase fed-batch cultures for 

induction of methanol-inducible promoters  

 The first stage of a fed-batch P. pastoris protein expression process is the glycerol 

batch phase(GBP) in which the culture is grown in a minimal salts medium on a fermentable 

carbon source, such as glycerol, look at figure 1.3. Upon glycerol depletion, the second 

phase, the transition phase or TP, is initiated by adding glycerol at a growth-limiting rate. 

The second phase is important since repressing by-products (i.e., ethanol) generated during 

the batch phase and residual glycerol are consumed and cells are primed for induction by 

methanol addition. The third phase is the promoter induction phase(also known as the 

methanol induction phase or MIP), which is initiated by adding limited methanol (Inan, 

2001).  
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Figure. 1.3  Three-phase fermentation of P. pastoris  for the expression of recombinant 

lipase in a 5L bioreactor. The Glycerol Biomass Phase (GBP) generates high cell densities 

quickly. The Transition Phase (TP) prepares the culture for induction by allowing repressing 

carbon sources to be depleted. The Methanol Induction Phase (MIP) induces protein 

expression using a methanol inducible promoter. Some glycerol may also be fed during the 

induction phase (Cos et al., 2006). 

 
 
 
 In this thesis project, a non-recombinant GS115 Mut+, his4- strain was used to 

optimize growth on various basal salts media and test scale up and scale down factors. A 

recombinant strain was subsequently used in the project, Muts, his4+, which expresses 

human serum albumin (HSA) used as a model heterologous protein with multiple disulfide 

bonds. These strains utilize methanol at different rates so this will affect the strategy for the 

feeding methanol during the methanol transition phase. From now on the model strain that 
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required histidine to be added to the media will be referred to as the non-recombinant 

strain and the strain that expressed HSA willed be referred to as the HSA strain. 
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CHAPTER 2 Project Goals 

2.1 Project Objectives  

 The first goal of this project was to design a completely soluble chemically defined or 

semi-defined medium (containing low levels of a soluble complex nutrient) that could 

support high cell densities of P. pastoris in a fed-batch process and could be easily adapted 

to support growth at different scales. This media will be used in the future for the 

optimization of HAS production and expression of many other proteins. A recipe from 

Sreekrishna, 2010 provided a starting point for media testing and modifications were made 

to improve media characteristics with the following goals: 

A. Develop a completely soluble semi-defined media for process development and 

high cell density fermentations (criteria: no precipitation following autoclaving) 

B. Determine the growth characteristics of both P. pastoris strains on the semi-

defined media in shake flasks (250mL, and 2L) and in 24 well microreactors 

C. Determine the cell yield on critical media components (inorganic nitrogen, 

glycerol, methanol, histidine) for the design of fed-batch media to achieve very 

high cell density 

D. Determine the scale-down parameters for evaluating host strains and 

transformed Pichia strains in both shake flasks and in a 24-well microreactor. 

  E. Develop SOPs for all methods including: 
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   a. Cryostock preparation 

   b. Operation of a 24-well microreactor  

   c. kLa determination in a 24-well microreactor 

   d. Inoculation/sampling/feeding procedures for a 24-well   

   microreactor 

   e. Shake flask culture methods 

   f. 30L seed expansion and rapid bioreactor inoculation 

 Work on this project by previous students included development of a SIP silicone 

tubing methanol probe for the control of dissolved methanol concentration in a 30L 

bioreactor: “Methanol Sensing and Control in a 2L Bioreactor for Design and Fabrication of a 

30L Bioreactor Sensing and Control System” (Berry, 2012) and “Design and Construction of a 

Sensing and Control System for Methanol Feeding in 30L High Cell Density Pichia pastoris 

Fermentations” (Cueva Tello, 2012). Initial cultivation of P. pastoris was in complex media.  

The aim of this thesis was to develop a chemically defined media that could 

generate robust results. This media could then be used in the 30L bioreactor to reach high 

cell densities. Now the methanol probe developed previously could be used to sense and 

automatically control protein expression in these high cell density cultures during the 

methanol induction phase. 
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 A Pall 24-well plate microreactor system was tested for P. pastoris growth. This 

system potentially could provide a way to perform high throughput experimentation with 

environmental control. The method used for shake flask experiments could only be used in 

12 250mL shake flasks simultaneously. The microreactor has 24 wells, so if the system can 

show robust performance, twice the number of fermentations can be done in the same 

period of time as compared to shake flask experimentation. Also, the microreactor wells 

have a working volume of 3-7mL. Assuming a media volume of 5mL in each well a total of 

120mL would be needed to do fill a cassette. In a 250mL shake flask, 50mL of media volume 

was used for fermentations, so to do 24 shake flasks a volume of 1,200mL of medium would 

be needed for each experiment. Hence the microreactor could reduce media consumption 

by a factor of 10 compared to shake flasks.  The microreactor also provides pH and DO 

sensing and control. This allows for cultures to be maintained and monitored at desired 

environmental conditions. 
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CHAPTER 3 Shake Flask Experiments 

3.1 Introduction 

3.1.1 Overview of Shake Flask Growth 

 Shake flasks offered a simple inexpensive way to model the growth characteristics of 

P. pastoris strains. The shake flask growth of P. pastoris was done in 250mL or 2L 

Erlenmeyer flasks. Media volumes used for growth were 50mL and 200mL in the 250mL and 

2L flasks respectively using 2 layers of milk filter disc closures (Filter-Clean, Schwartz 

Manufacturing Co.). An Infors Multitron incubator was used to grow the cells. The 

fermentations were done in triplicate in case of contamination and to allow statistical 

evaluation of the results.  

3.2 Purpose of Shake Flask Experiments 

 The purpose of these experiments was to develop a defined or semi-defined 

medium that could support rapid aerobic growth and high cell densities with P. pastoris 

strains but did not form a precipitate following autoclaving, and to determine the growth 

characteristics and yields on this defined media for use in designing fed-batch media 

strategies.  
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3.3 Experimental Methods 

 

3.3.1 Cryostock Preparation 

  The first step of the method to prepare a cryostock was to plate P. pastoris on a YPD 

agar plate (see Appendix A: Cryostock Preparation). The YPD plate was incubated at 30oC for 

48 hours at which time isolated colonies were observed. A single colony was aseptically 

transferred to a 250mL shake flask with 50mL of YPD media. The shake flask was incubated 

at 30oC with a shaking speed of 400rpm for 18 hours until an OD of 5 to 10 is reached. The 

cells were then aseptically transferred to a sterile 50mL Falcon tube. The cells were 

centrifuged for 5 minutes at 2,500rpm. The supernatant was removed and the cells were re-

suspended in 30mL of freezing media (YPD with 10% glycerol or BFM21*) then the cells 

were transferred back into a shake flask and 30mL of freezing media was added for a total 

of 60mL. The cells were then aliquoted into 50 1mL cryovials. The cryovials were then 

placed in -80oC storage. 

3.3.2 Preliminary Media Design  

 Initially YPD medium was used to determine the growth characteristics of the non-

recombinant Pichia pastoris strain. YPD is a complex media that consists of yeast extract, 

peptone, and dextrose. YPD was prepared by dissolving 50 grams of YPD powder in 

approximately 500mL of DI water with agitation. Once the powder dissolved the solution 

was filled to a volume of 1L. The YPD media was then autoclaved to sterilize the media. As 

mentioned in the introduction a chemically defined media was desired for reduced 
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variability in media composition. Several variations of basal salts media were used during 

experimentation. The initial recipes tested are as shown in table 3.1. 

 

 

Table 3.1  Preparation of Basal Salts Media recipes for 1L of media (adapted from 

Sreekrishna, 2010). Fermentation Media (FM), Basal Salt Media (BSM), Pichia Trace Metals 

(PTM). 

FM21 FM22 BSM PTM4 

H3PO4 (85%) 3.5mL KH2PO4 42.9g H3PO4 (85%) 26.7mL CuSO4·5H2O 2g 

CaSO4·2H2O 0.15g CaSO4·2H2O 18.2g CaSO4·2H2O 0.93g NaI 0.08g 

K2SO4 2.4g (NH4)2SO4 5g K2SO4 18.2g MnSO4·H2O 3g 

MgSO4·7H2O 1.95g K2SO4 14.3g MgSO4·7H2O 14.9g Na2·Na2MoO4·2H2O 0.2g 

KOH 0.6 g MgSO4·7H2O 1.95g KOH 4.13g H3BO3 0.02g 

Glycerol 40g Glycerol 40g Glycerol 40g CoCl2 0.5g 

   ZnCl2 6.7g 

   FeSO4·7H2O 21.6g 

   Biotin 0.2g 

   H2SO4 1.7 mL 
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 For 1L of media, the above media components were dissolved in approximately 

500mL of DI water then the solution was filled to volume. The media were autoclaved and 

allowed to cool then 4.35mL of PTM4 and 10mL of a 4.0g/L histidine solution were added. 

The pH of the media was then adjusted to 5 with ammonium hydroxide (28%). This 

adjustment was done after the media was autoclaved. FM22 was abandoned early in 

experimentation because the media could not be prepared without the formation of 

precipitates. 

3.3.3 Media Modifications 

 From the initial recipes, modifications were made to the FM21 and BSM. One of the 

reasons for modifications was to define the nitrogen source in the media. In contrast to the 

original media recipe, ammonium sulfate in the amount of 5 grams per liter was added to 

the recipe instead of ammonium hydroxide. The pH of the media was then adjusted with 

sodium hydroxide instead of ammonium hydroxide or potassium hydroxide. Another reason 

for modification was to eliminate formation of precipitates following sterilization. 

Precipitation was observed upon addition of PTM4 and adjustment of the pH with 

ammonium hydroxide. Sodium citrate in the amount of 2.94 g/L was added to the media 

recipe as a chelator to eliminate precipitation of metals. Also, 40mM acetate buffer was 

added to the media to control the pH which decreased as a result of the acidic by products 

generated by aerobic fermentation. This modified media was designated as BFM21* (Table 

3.2). The acetate buffer solution was made by creating 1 M stock solutions of sodium 
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acetate and acetic acid. The sodium acetate solution was made by dissolving 82.0 g of 

sodium into a final volume of 1L. The acetic acid solution was made by adding 57.2 mL of 

glacial acetic acid into a final volume of 1L. The 1 M acetate buffer was then prepared by 

mixing 640 mL of the 1 M sodium acetate stock solution with 360 mL of the 1 M acetic acid 

stock solution. 

 

 

Table 3.2  The modified FM21 preparation in 1L (BFM21*). The “B” was added to show that 

the media was buffered. The “*” was added to show that the media had sodium citrate. 

BFM21* 

H3PO4 (85%) 3.5mL 

CaSO4 0.12g 

K2SO4 2.4g 

MgSO4·7H2O 1.95g 

KOH 0.65 g 

Sodium Citrate 2.94g 

(NH4)2SO4 5.00g 

NaOH 1.53g 

Glycerol 40g 

1.0M Acetate Buffer 40mL 

PTM4 4.35mL 

Histidine 0.04g/L 
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3.3.4 Cryostock Comparison 

 Two separate cryostocks were prepared by two different experimenters (Andrew 

Omonde and Ngan Nguyen) and the growth characteristics of the frozen stocks were 

compared. Eight sterile 250mL baffled shake flasks were aseptically filled with 50mL YPD. A 

cryovial from the cryostock prepared by the first experimenter was thawed by hand and 

three of the flasks were inoculated with 200µL of cells. A fourth flask was used as a negative 

control, so no celled were added to this flask. The same was done with a cryovial from the 

cryostock of the second experimenter. The flasks were incubated at 30oC with 300rpm of 

shaking speed. An OD600 sample was taken directly before and after inoculation and an 

OD600 sample was taken every hour for 22 hours. 

3.3.5 Shake Rate Optimization 

 A cryovial was thawed by hand and 200µL of cells were used to inoculate 50mL of 

YPD in a 250mL shake flask. The shake flask was incubated at 30oC with a shaking speed of 

300rpm for 18-24 hours until an OD600 of 5 to 10 was reached. Four sterile shake flasks were 

obtained and 50mL of YPD were aseptically transferred to each flask. Three of the shake 

flasks were seeded to an OD600 of 0.100 and the fourth flask was used as a control as a 

negative control, so no cells were added to this flask. The flasks were incubated at 30oC with 

a shaking rate of 200rpm. An OD600 sample was taken directly before and after inoculation 

and an OD600 sample was taken every hour for 21 hours. The same was tested at shaking 
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speeds of 300rpm and 400rpm using the same method. The 200rpm and 400rpm agitation 

rates were done first at the same time and the 300rpm agitation rate was done last. 

3.3.6 Comparison of BSM vs FM21 

  To determine which media to continue experimentation with, two separate growth 

curves were generated and compared to determine which one supported the most rapid 

exponential growth rate and the highest final cell density. Eight sterile shake flasks (250mL) 

were prepared. In four of the flasks 50mL of sterile FM21 were pipetted into each flask. 

Three of the flasks were inoculated with 200µL of cells from one cryovial. The fourth flask 

was used as a negative control. The same was done for the other four flasks using Basal 

Salts Media (BSM). Both the BSM and FM21 had all the media modifications except for the 

addition of acetate buffer. 

3.3.7 Determination of Dry Cell Weight 

 Three sterile 2L shake flasks were aseptically filled with 200mL of FM21*. Three 

cryovials were thawed by hand and 1mL of cells was used to inoculate each of the shake 

flasks. The shake flasks were incubated at 30oC with an agitation speed of 350rpm. The 

shaker incubator typically used was unavailable due to conflicting laboratory activities so a 

secondary shaker incubator was used. This secondary shaker incubator was not balanced 

enough to handle the violent shaking of 2L shake flasks at 400rpm so the reduced agitation 

speed of 350rpm was used. The growth of the culture was measured starting at 13 hours 
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after inoculation and an OD600 sample was taken every hour afterward until 18 hours of 

fermentation. 

  At the end of incubation, the cells were transferred to three 200mL centrifuge 

tubes. The cells were centrifuged by placing the tubes in the centrifuge for 15 minutes at 

3,000rpm. The pellets were re-suspended in 125mL of FM21* without ammonium sulfate to 

wash the cells. The cells were centrifuged again using the same centrifuge cycle. The pellets 

were re-suspended in 20mL of FM21* minus ammonium sulfate and then the cells were 

pooled into one 200mL centrifuge tube.  

 Five dilutions were made to a range of final OD600 values (1, 10, 12, 20, and 30). All 

dilutions were made in a final volume of 35mL expect for the second dilution. The OD600 was 

measured for each of the dilutions. 18 aluminum weigh pans were numbered and weighed. 

The dilutions were then dispensed in 10mL aliquots to the aluminum weigh pans. The first 

dilution was dispensed into pans 1, 2, 3 and dilution two was dispensed into pans 4,5,6 and 

so on. The last three pans were filled with 10mL of FM21 minus ammonium sulfate. The 

pans were all placed in an oven at 69oC over the weekend. 

3.3.8 Carbon Source Growth 

 Twelve sterile 250mL shake flasks were prepared and divided into four sets of three. 

FM21 without glycerol and without acetate buffer was added to the first two sets of flasks 

in a quantity of 50mL in each flask. Into the third set of flasks, 50mL of BFM21 without 

glycerol were added to each flask. The last set of flasks was filled with BFM21* and was 
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used as a positive control. In the second set of flasks 50.6µL of methanol were added to 

each flask. In the third set of flasks 1mL of a multi-vitamin solution was added to each flask. 

Four cryovials were thawed by hand and each set of flasks was inoculated with 200µL from 

the same cryovial. The fermentation was done at 30oC with an agitation speed of 400rpm. 

3.3.9 Media Component Yield Testing Method 

 Growth yield data was generated for glycerol, ammonium sulfate, histidine, and 

methanol. The first step was determining a range of component concentrations where the 

desired component was the single growth limiting nutrient in the media. So BFM21*  with 

varying concentrations of glycerol were prepared and used to determine the cell yield on 

glycerol (2g/L, 5g/L, 8g/L, 10g/L, 13g/L, 20g/L, 40g/L). For each concentration of glycerol 

growth was characterized in three 250mL shake flasks with 50mL of media. The shake flasks 

were incubated at 30oC with agitation speed of 400rpm. The same procedure was repeated 

to determine the cell yield on ammonium sulfate, histidine and methanol. 

3.3.10 Recombinant HSA Strain Growth on BFM21* 

 To evaluate the growth the of the HSA strain in shake flasks on the new media, three 

sterile 250mL shake flasks and three 2L shake flasks were prepared. The 250mL flasks were 

filled with 50mL of BFM21* minus histidine, while the 2L shake flasks were filled with 

200mL of BFM21*. Four cryovials of the HSA strain were thawed by hand. The 250mL flasks 

were inoculated with 200µL of cells and the 2L flasks were inoculated with 1mL of cells. The 

six flasks were then incubated at 30oC with an agitation rate of 400rpm. The fermentations 
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were run until the stationary phase was reached with sampling occurring periodically 

throughout the run. 

3.3.11 Shake Flask Data Analysis 

 Cellular growth is exponential as can be seen by any of the linear regions of the 

semi-log growth curves generated in this project. The measured OD600 data was 

transformed with a natural log function to linearize the data. This data can be easily 

graphed and the slope of the plot of time versus the natural log yields the maximum specific 

growth rate (µmax). During fermentation, cells go through different phases, the lag phase, 

the log phase, the stationary phase and the death phase. A minimum of 5 points from the 

log phase was used to determine the maximum specific growth rate because the cells are 

growing most rapidly in the log phase. This is how the specific growth rate (maximum 

specific growth rate, µmax) was calculated during this project. The maximum generation or 

doubling time can be easily calculated from the specific growth rate with the following 

equation: 

Doubling Time=ln2/µmax 

Equation 3.1  The calculation for the maximum doubling of a cell from the specific growth 

rate. µmax is the maximum specific growth rate (hr-1). 
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3.4 Results 

3.4.1 Preliminary Media Design 

 Figure 3.1 shows the growth profiles of the non-recombinant strain on FM21 and the 

basal salts media (BSM).   

 
 
 

 

Figure  3.1  Growth curves of the non-recombinant strain on Basal Salt Media (BSM) and 

FM21*. 
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Table 3.3 shows calculated and measured values of both growth profiles. In the batch mode 

used for the shake flask growth, FM21* resulted in a higher specific growth rate and final 

OD. 

 

Table 3.3  The calculated and measured values for the media comparison experiment 

Media Media Vol (mL)   Flasks µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

FM21* 50 3 0.321 + .004 2.12 0.997 10.2 @ 22.0 h 

BSM 50 3 0.282 + .001 2.45 0.999 7.63 @ 23.1 h 
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3.4.2 Media Modifications  

 Figure 3.2 shows media preparations that have precipitate and the effect of the 

addition of citrate as a chelator for the elimination of precipitate.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2  (A)Failed FM21 media preparation (precipitates on autoclaving). (B) Media 

preparation using a citrate chelator without any precipitate after autoclaving (BFM21*). 

 
 
 
Figure 3.3 shows the impact the addition of buffer makes to P. pastoris growth. The 

addition of acetate buffer increased the final OD reached in batch mode fermentation 

A B 
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although the addition of the buffer slightly lowered the specific growth rate. Table 3.4 

shows the results of the pH experiment. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 3.3  Comparison of pH and growth profiles of P. pastoris grown in shake flasks on 

media without buffer (FM21*) and media with 40mmol of acetate buffer (BFM21*). 

 

 

 

No Buffer 

 Buffer 
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Table 3.4  Calculated and measured µmax values for media without buffer (FM21*) and 

buffered media BFM21*). 

 
 
 

Media Media Vol (mL) Flasks µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

FM21* 200 3 0.320 + .01 2.17 0.992 10.9 @ 24.0 h 

BFM21* 200 3 0.305 + .005 2.27 0.998 17.2 @ 28.0 h 

 

 

3.4.3 Cryostock Comparison 

Figure 3.4 shows the growth profiles of cryostocks prepared by two different scientists on 

YPD. Table 3.5 shows the calculated and measured values for each of the scientist’s 

cryostocks. 
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Figure 3.4  A plot of P. pastoris growth from cryostocks prepared by different scientists. (AO 

and NN) Three separate cryovials were used for each scientist. 

 
 
Table 3.5  Calculated and measured µmax values cryostock preparation experiment.  

Scientist Media Vol (mL) n  µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

AO 50 3 0.322 + .004 2.15 1.00 13.4 @ 21.3 h 

NN 50 3 0.316 + .009 2.19 1.00 12.8 @ 20.8 h 
 

 

3.4.4 Shaker Speed Optimization 

Figure 3.5 shows the effect of agitation rate (shaker speed) on growth. Table 3.6 shows the 

calculated and measured specific growth rate values for the shake speed experiment. 
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Figure 3.5  Growth curves on YPD with shaking speeds at 200prm, 300rpm and 400rpm. 

 
 
Table 3.6  Tabulated µmax values in the shake rpm optimization experiment 

RPM n µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

200 3 0.324 ± .007 2.14 0.993 14.1 @ 19.0 h 

300 3 0.301 ± .007 2.30 0.992 12.8 @ 20 h 

400 3 0.321 ± .007 2.16 0.994 15.7 @ 20 h 

 

 

The specific growth rate for the fermentations at 200rpm and 400rpm were almost 

identical, while the specific growth rate for 300rpm was slightly lower. The 400rpm 

fermentation yielded the highest final OD600. 
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3.4.5 Dry Cell Weight 

Figure 3.6 shows the correlation between the optical density of a P. pastoris sample and 

triplicate dry cell weight samples.  

 

 

  

Figure 3.6  Standard curve of the relationship between OD600 and dry cell weight in g/L. 

Table 3.7 shows the parameters and calculations for the dry cell weight experiment in 

tabular form. The correlation between OD600 and dry cell weight was determined to be 

0.523 (g DCW/L)/OD600. The intercept of the trend line was set to zero. 
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Table 3.7  Measured and calculated values for the dry cell weight experiment. 

 RPM n  DCW Correlation r
2
 

350 3 0.523+.047 0.966 

 

 

3.4.6 Carbon Source Growth  

 Figure 3.7 shows P. pastoris fermentations on carbon sources other than glycerol.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.7  Growth curves of P. pastoris on sodium citrate (SC), methanol (MeOH) and 

buffered media  without glycerol. 
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Table 3.8 shows the results of the shake flask fermentations. 

 
 
Table 3.8  The measured and calculated µmax values of the carbon source experiment 

RPM 
 

Media(50mL)  n  µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

400 SC 3 0.317+.008 2.19 0.997 0.727 @ 22 h 

400 SC+MeOH 3 0.314+.005 2.21 0.999 0.867 @ 20 h 

400 B)FM21*-Gly.+MeOH+Vit. 2 0.253+.007 2.74 0.992 2.50 @ 26.05 h 

400 BFM21*-Gly 2 0.272+.007 2.55 0.995 2.55 @ 24.00 h 

 

 

The specific growth rate on sodium citrate as a carbon soucre is comparable to the specific 

growth rate on glycerol. The combination of sodium citrate and methanol generated similar 

results to the growth on only sodium citrate. The final OD600 in the sodium citrate 

fermentations did not exceed an OD600 of one. The addition of buffer decreased the specific 

growth but the final OD600 was around 2.5. The addition of MeOH slightly lowered the 

maximum specific growth rate in the buffer media, but little affect was seen in terms of 

OD600 reached.  

3.4.7 Media Component Yield Testing 

3.4.7a Cell Yield on Glycerol 
 Figure 3.8 shows P. pastoris growth curves on BFM21* media with a range of 

glycerol concentrations.  
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Figure 3.8  Growth curves of non-recombinant strain on BFM21* with varying initial 

amounts of glycerol added to the medium. 
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Figure 3.9 shows the highest OD600 reached during fermentation as a function of glycerol 

concentration in the media. The plot is only linear for the 2g/L, 5g/L, 8g/L, 10g/L and 13g/L 

range. Final OD600 began to plateau at glycerol concentrations of 13 g/L and above. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 3.9  The OD600 yield using glycerol as a limiting substrate. 
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Figure 3.10 shows dry cell weight (DCW) versus the concentration of glycerol in the media. 

The OD600 was converted to dry cell weight using the relationship shown in figure 3.6. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 3.10  The dry cell weight yield using glycerol as a limiting substrate. 
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Table 3.9  The measured and calculated µmax values of the glycerol yield experiment. Each 

glycerol concentration was done in triplicate with a shaking speed of 400rpm. 

Glycerol Conc. Media Vol (mL) µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

2 g/L 50 0.299+.004 2.32 0.999 4.56 @ 26 h 

5 g/L 50 0.303+.004 2.29 0.999 7.89 @ 26.62 

8 g/L 50 0.297+.004 2.33 0.999 10.15 @ 27 h 

10 g/L 50 0.300+.005 2.31 0.998 12.49 @ 26 h 

13 g/L 50 0.301+.007 2.30 0.998 15.17 @ 17 h 

20 g/L 50 0.301+.004 2.30 0.998 16.21 @ 32 h 

40 g/L 50 0.300+.005 2.31 0.998 15.59 @ 28 h 

 
 

 

3.4.7b Cell Yield on Nitrogen 
 Figure 3.11 shows P. pastoris growth curves on BFM21* with a range of ammonium 

sulfate concentrations and the normal amount of glycerol in BFM21* (40 g/L). Growth using 

ammonium sulfate as a limiting substrate was diauxic so the OD600 values used for the 

calculation were the last points before the growth rate shifted.   
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Figure 3.11  Growth curves of non-recombinant strain on BFM21* with varying amounts of 

ammonium sulfate. 

 

 

Figure 3.12 shows the OD600 reached during fermentation versus ammonium sulfate 

concentration in the media. Final OD600 began to plateau at ammonium sulfate 

concentrations of 1g/L and above. The plot is only linear across the 0.1g/L, 0.2g/L, 0.3g/L, 

0.4g/L and 1.0g/L range. 
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Figure 3.12  The OD600 yield using ammonium sulfate as a limiting substrate 
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Figure 3.13 shows dry cell weight versus the concentration of ammonium sulfate in the 

media. The OD600 was converted to dry cell weight using the relationship shown in figure 

3.6. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13  The dry cell weight yield using ammonium sulfate as a limiting substrate 
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Table 3.10 shows the results of the nitrogen yield experiments. The cell yield on ammonium 

sulfate was determined to be 6.42 unit of OD600 for every g/L of glycerol. When the OD600 

value is converted to dry cell weight values the yield is 3.37 g/L dry cell weight for every g/L 

of ammonium sulfate. 

 
 
Table 3.10  The measured and calculated µmax for values of the nitrogen yield experiment. 

Each nitrogen concentration was done in triplicate at a shaking speed of 400rpm. 

Nitrogen Conc. Media Vol (mL) µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

0.1 g/L 50 0.277+.007 2.50 0.998 5.74 @ 24.5 h 

0.2 g/L 50 0.283+.005 2.45 0.999 6.72 @ 24.5 h 

0.3 g/L 50 0.256+.001 2.71 1.000 6.05 @ 24 h 

0.4 g/L 50 0.248+.002 2.79 1.000 7.28 @ 24 h 

1.0 g/L 50 0.299+.002 2.32 1.000 12.3 @ 30 h 

2.0 g/L 50 0.299+.002 2.32 1.000 12.4 @ 30 h 

 

 

3.4.7c Cell Yield on Histidine 
 Figure 3.14 shows P. pastoris growth curves on BFM21* with a range of histidine 

concentrations.  
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Figure 3.14  Growth curves of non-recombinant strain on BFM21* with varying amounts of 

histidine. 

 

Figure 3.15 shows the OD600 reached during fermentation at various histidine 

concentrations in the media. Using the second to last OD600 measurement across all 
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to last measured value was used in the calculation.  The plot is linear across the 0.008g/L, 
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Figure 3.15  The OD600 yield using histidine as a limiting substrate 

 

Figure 3.16 shows dry cell weight versus the concentration of histidine in the media. The 

OD600 was converted to dry cell weight using the relationship shown in figure 3.6. 
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Figure 3.16  The dry cell weight yield using histidine as a limiting substrate 

 

Table 3.11 shows the results of the histidine yield experiments. The cell yield on histidine 

was determined to be 277 unit of OD600 for every g/L of glycerol. When the OD600 value is 
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histidine. 
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Table 3.11  The measured and calculated values of the histidine yield experiment. Each 

concentration of histidine was done in triplicate with a shaking speed of 400rpm. 

Histidine Media Vol (mL) µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

0.008 g/L 50 0.200+.010 3.47 0.990 3.11 @ 39.2 h 

0.016 g/L 50 0.206+.012 3.36 0.986 5.73 @ 39.2 h 

0.024 g/L 50 0.205+0.023 3.38 0.953 7.55 @ 39.2 h 

0.032 g/L 50 0.234+0.006 2.96 0.997 11.48 @ 33.0h 

0.04 g/L 50 0.238+.007 2.91 0.996 12.99 @ 33.0h 

 

 

3.4.7d Cell Yield on Methanol 
  Figure 3.17 shows P. pastoris (non-recombinant strain) growth curves on BFM21* 

minus glycerol with a range of methanol concentrations. The specific growth rate decreased 

slightly with increasing methanol concentration. The highest OD600 reached for all the 

methanol concentrations tested was similar with the zero methanol concentration which 

achieved the highest OD600.  
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Figure 3.17  Growth curves of non-recombinant strain on BFM21* minus glycerol with 

varying amounts of methanol. 

 
 
 
Table 3.12 shows the results of the initial methanol yield experiments. 
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Table 3.12  The measured and calculated values of µmax for the initial methanol yield 

experiment. The fermentations were carried out with 50mL of media at a shaking speed of 

400rpm. 

 Methanol Conc. n µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

0 mMol 2 0.272+.007 2.55 0.995 2.55 @ 24.00 h 

5 mMol (0.02%) 3 0.272+.004 2.55 0.995 2.39 @ 24.07 h 

10 mMol (0.04%) 3 0.249+.007 2.78 0.993 2.37 @ 24.05 h 

25 mMol (.10%) 3 0.248+.008 2.79 0.994 2.41 @ 24.05 h 

 

 

Figure 3.18 shows P. pastoris growth curves on BFM21* minus glycerol with a range of 

methanol concentrations. The 1% and 2% methanol fermentations yielded higher final 

OD600 values than the lower methanol concentration fermentations. The 1% and 2% 

methanol fermentations however had the lowest specific growth rates compared with the 

2% methanol fermentation having the lowest specific growth rate.  
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Figure 3.18  Growth curves of non-recombinant strain on BFM21* minus glycerol with 

varying amounts of methanol. 

 

Table 3.13 shows the results of the methanol yield experiment. 

 

Table 3.13  The measured and calculated values of µmax for the methanol yield experiment. 

The fermentations were carried out with 50mL of media at a shaking speed of 400rpm. 

Methanol Conc. n  µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

2.47 mMol (0.2%) 3 0.153+.011 4.53 0.984 2.31 @ 24.95 h 

3.09 mMol (0.25%) 3 0.154+.011 4.50 0.984 2.30 @ 24.95 h 

3.71 mMol (0.3%) 3 0.162+.008 4.28 0.993 2.30 @ 23.2 h 

12.35 mMol (1%) 3 0.149+.007 4.72 0.995 3.61 @ 25.50 h 

24.70 mMol (2%) 3 0.126+.007 5.50 0.991 3.76 @ 35.08 h 
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Figure 3.19 shows P. pastoris growth curves on BFM21* minus glycerol and minus acetate 

buffer with a range of methanol concentrations. The specific growth rate between the 2% 

methanol fermentation and the control fermentation were not significantly different. The 

1% methanol fermentation had the highest specific growth rate and the highest OD600. The 

2% methanol fermentation had the lowest OD600.   

 
 
 

 

Figure 3.19  Growth curves of non-recombinant strain on BFM21* minus glycerol and minus 

acetate buffer with varying amounts of methanol. 
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Table 3.14 shows the results of the methanol minus acetate buffer yield experiment. 

Table 3.14  The measured and calculated values of µmax for the methanol yield minus 

acetate buffer experiment. The fermentations were carried out with 50mL of media at a 

shaking speed of 400rpm. 

 
 
 

Methanol Conc. n 
µmax+dev (h

-

1
) 

generation 
time (h) r

2
 

Max OD600 & 
Time 

12.35 mMol (1%) 3 0.092+.003 7.53 0.996 0.81 @ 20.33 h 

24.70 mMol (2%) 3 0.075+.004 9.24 0.993 0.63 @ 20.33 h 

Control 3 0.076+.003 9.12 0.994 0.71 @ 18.33 h 

      

 

 

Figure 3.20 shows a P. pastoris growth curve on BFM21* minus glycerol plus 2% methanol 

using a secondary method were methanol is introduced at a high OD600 to eliminate the 

influence of other carbon sources on methanol growth. The growth on methanol using this 

method shows high variability and the specific growth at a methanol concentration of 2% is 

very low. 
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Figure 3.20  Methanol growth starting at a high OD600. 

.Table 3.15 shows the results of the methanol growth experiment using this alternate 

method. 

 

Table 3.15  The measured and calculated values of µmax for the methanol growth 

experiment starting at a high OD600. The fermentations were carried out with 50mL of 

media at a shaking speed of 400rpm. 

Methanol Conc. n  µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

24.70 mMol (2%) 3 0.019+.001 37.27 0.978 7.86 @ 26.95 h 

Control (0%) 1 0.004+.001 173.29 0.427 5.42 @ 24.83 
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Figure 3.21 shows P. pastoris growth curves on BFM21* minus glycerol in 2L shake flasks. 

The specific growth rate and the OD600 are higher in the 1% methanol fermentation.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.21  Methanol growth in 2L shake flasks with BFM21*-Glycerol 
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Table 3.16  The measured and calculated values of µmax for the methanol growth 

experiment in 2L shake flasks. The fermentations were done with 200mL of media at a 

shaking speed of 400rpm. 

Methanol Conc. n  µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

49.40 mMol (1%) 3 0.110+.003 6.30 0.997 2.33 @ 40.05 

98.80 mMol (2%) 3 0.089+.001 7.79 0.999 2.09 @ 40.23 

 

 

3.4.8 HSA Strain Growth on BFM21* 

Figure 3.22 shows the growth curves of the HSA GS115 muts, his4+ strain on BFM21* 

minus histidine in 250mL and 2L shake flasks. The growth in both sizes of shake flasks is 

similar. The 2L fermentation reaches a slightly higher OD600 value and has a slightly higher 

specific growth rate. There is also a higher level of variability in the 2L shake growth.  
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Figure 3.22  250mL and 2L shake flask fermentation of the HSA non-recombinant strain on 

BFM21* minus histidine. 

 
 
Table 3.17 shows the results of the growth of the HSA strain on BFM21* minus histidine in 

tabular form. 

 
 
Table 3.17   The calculated and measured values of µmax for the HSA strain fermentations in 

shake flasks. The fermentations were done at a shaking speed of 400rpm. 

Media Vol (mL)   Flasks µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

50 (250mL) 3 0.284 + .009 2.44 0.996 29.48 @ 38.27 h 

200 (2L) 3 0.291 + .001 2.38 0.994 32.01 @ 28.52 h 
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3.5 Discussion 

3.5.1 Media Modifications 

 The chemical composition of the newly developed defined media, BFM21*, will 

reduce variability in fermentations of P. pastoris and facilitate the design of fed-batch 

methods. For this project a defined media that could support rapid cell growth and high cell 

densities that did not precipitate on autoclaving was desired. A basal salts media (BSM) was 

used as a starting point for media design. At the beginning of the project there were three 

media that could be used as the starting point for media development, FM21, FM22 and 

BSM (Table 3.1.). The media were similar in the components but varied largely in the 

concentration of those components.  FM22 was eliminated early because it could not be 

prepared without precipitation. P. pastoris growth was tested on FM21* and BSM. A higher 

specific growth rate and OD600 were observed on the FM21*. This could be due to the 

higher osmolality in the BSM media because it contained higher concentrations of calcium 

sulfate, magnesium sulfate, potassium sulfate and phosphoric acid. 

 Multiple modifications were made to the original FM21 design to improve P. pastoris 

fermentation on the defined media. Precipitation of media components was an issue during 

early media preparations (Figure 3.2). Precipitation was often observed after autoclaving 

media to sterilize it, after addition of the trace metal solution, and when adjusting the pH to 

5 with ammonium hydroxide. Precipitation is undesirable because nutrients that the cells 

need to grow are not dissolved in solution and therefore unavailable to the cells. 
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Furthermore, the growth of cells during fermentation was measured using light scattering 

methods and precipitate in the media will influence those measurements. Sodium citrate 

was added as a chelating agent. Upon addition of the trace metal solution to the citrate-

containing medium, the medium took a slight yellowish tint (Figure 3.2) but the solution 

remained clear. 

 Originally, ammonium hydroxide was used as the nitrogen source in FM21. 

Ammonium hydroxide is a base and can be used to adjust the pH of the media. It can also 

be used to control pH during fermentation. The problem with using ammonium hydroxide is 

that the nitrogen source is tied to the pH control and also there is only so much ammonium 

hydroxide that can be added without a negative impact on cellular growth because of pH. 

The alternative nitrogen source used was ammonium sulfate, which was added to the 

media like the other salt components of the media so that the exact amount of the 

component in grams was known and the cell yield could be predicted from the 

experimentally determined yield coefficients. Final medium pH was then adjusted with 

NaOH pellets. 

 The last media modification was the addition of a buffer to control pH in shake flask 

cultures above pH 4. During fermentation P. pastoris produces organic acids that lower the 

pH of the environment the cells are growing in. If the pH gets too low cell growth can be 

affected. There is no online pH control in shake flask fermentation but the addition of buffer 

can help maintain pH. The desired pH of FM21 was 5. Acetate was chosen as the buffer 
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system because it had a pKa close to 5. The addition of acetate buffer slightly decreased the 

specific growth rate compared to FM21 with no buffer, but pH was maintained between a 

range of 4-5 in the buffer media while the pH of the un-buffered media fell below a pH of 3. 

The addition of acetate buffer significantly increased the highest OD600 value reached during 

fermentation. 

3.5.2 Cryostock Comparison 

 The preparation of cyrostock was a critical part of the project, because poor 

cryostock preparation would lead to variable fermentation results. The robustness of the 

cryostock preparation method was tested by having two scientists prepare separate 

cryostocks and compare the growth rate and final OD600. The experiment was done in 

triplicate and each flask was inoculated from a different cryovial to show robustness across 

individual cryovials. The results can be seen in Figure 3.4.  The growth between the two 

cryostock preparations was very similar. There was no significant difference in specific 

growth rate or the highest OD600 reached. 

3.5.3 Shaker Speed Optimization 

 Agitation rate is an important factor in growing cells aerobically in shake flasks or 

bioreactors. The agitation rate heavily influences the oxygen transfer rate, homogeneity and 

mixing of the media the cells are growing in. Without proper agitation, vital nutrients may 

not reach cells in certain areas of the vessel. One of the most important parameters 

dictated by agitation is the dissolved oxygen concentration. Without oxygen cells will not be 
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able to grow aerobically and it can be especially challenging to provide the required 

dissolved oxygen concentrations at high cell densities. With increased agitation the mixing is 

increasing as well and this leads to higher dissolved oxygen concentrations. High agitation 

rates increase the dissolved oxygen concentration but they can also be damaging to cells. 

An agitation rate that provides adequate dissolved oxygen concentrations, but does create 

shear stress on the cells is desired.  

 An ATR stacked shaker incubator was used to test the best agitation rate for shake 

flask growth. The maximum shake speed was 400rpm. The experiment tested 200rpm, 

300rpm, and 400rpm in baffled 250mL shake flasks. The maximum specific growth rates 

determined at 200rpm and 400rpm agitation rates were very similar. The maximum specific 

growth rates were not significantly different from each other and the highest OD600 reached 

was similar although the 400rpm agitation rate was slightly higher. For the 300 rpm 

agitation rate, the maximum specific growth rate was slightly lower than the other agitation 

rates and the highest OD600 reached was lowered than the other agitation rates as well. The 

300rpm fermentation was done on a different day than the other fermentations because 

the incubator used had two incubator chambers stacked on top of each other so only two 

different agitation rates could be used at a time. Maybe the cryovial used to inoculate the 

300rpm fermentation was slightly less viable than the cryovials used to inoculate the 

200rpm and 400rpm fermentations. Perhaps the thawing method could be investigated, 

maybe using a water bath instead of thawing by hand will give more robust results. 
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3.5.4 Dry Cell Weight 

 Measurements of optical density were used to create growth profiles of the P. 

pastoris strains. Optical density or OD600 is a dimensionless unit of measurement and can 

provide a relative idea of growth, but it does not yield a quantifiable mass value of biomass 

generation. On the other hand, dry cell weight is a measure of the weight of dried and 

washed biomass in a sample. A correlation between dry cell weight and the OD600 was 

determined (Figure 3.5). This correlation can be used to convert dry cell weight values to 

OD600 values and vice versa. Originally the experiment was designed to have five dilutions of 

P. pastoris corresponding to ODs of 1, 5, 10, 20, and 30. An error was made in the 

preparation of the dilution corresponding to OD600 of 5 resulting in an OD600 of 12.3. The R2 

value for the plot of OD600 versus g/L dry cell weight is low and variability increases with the 

higher dilutions. This may indicate that more care is needed in preparation of the higher 

OD600 dilutions and that perhaps better mixing is required at the higher dilutions. 

3.5.5 Carbon Source Testing 

  The addition of sodium citrate and acetate buffer to the media composition 

introduced alternative carbon sources for P. pastoris to grow on. To ensure that these new 

carbon sources were not impacting the growth rate data on glycerol, media containing 

these carbon sources without glycerol were tested (Figure 3.7). ). All the media tested 

contained sodium citrate to prevent the formation of trace metals precipitates. The 

addition of acetate buffer and methanol lowers the maximum specific growth rate, but this 
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media preparation supports higher final OD600 values than the sodium citrate preparations 

and acetate buffer preparation used. 

3.5.6 Cell Yield on Media Components 

 Determining the yield of cells on media components is an important part of 

designing and optimizing media. These determinations also allow for extrapolation of the 

amount of media components for scale up. Determining cellular dry weight mass yields on 

individual media components can take a very long time especially for media with multiple 

components. The BFM21* used in this project contained 10 different media components 

plus the trace metal solution. In the interest of time, not all of the media component yields 

were determined. The yield on glycerol, ammonium sulfate and histidine were determined, 

and the yield on methanol tested (Table 3.18). 

 

 

Table 3.18  Yield values of the studied media components. 

Media Components Yield Value with OD600 Yield Value with DCW 

Glycerol 0.955 (OD600)/g/L 0.505 g/g 
Ammonium Sulfate 6.42 (OD600)/g/L 3.37 g/g 

Histidine 277(OD600)/g/L 145 g/g 
Methanol N/A N/A 

 

 

 

 The first media component for which yield was determined was glycerol (Table 

3.18). One of the first key steps to determining the cellular yield of a media component is to 
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find the concentration range of that component that is growth limiting. If the media 

component being tested is not the limiting substrate then another media component will be 

depleted and cellular growth will stop before a yield determination can be made. For the 

glycerol yield determination, glycerol was not the limiting substrate at concentrations of 

20g/L and 40g/L. A yield determination could be made across the following glycerol 

concentrations: 2g/L, 5g/L, 8g/L, 10g/L and 13g/L. A plot of glycerol concentration versus 

the highest OD600 value reached was made (Figure 3.9). Then the OD600 values were 

converted to dry cell weight using the correlation in Figure 3.5, and a plot of glycerol 

concentration versus dry cell weight was obtained (Figure 3.10).  

 There was an article about optimization of chemically defined media for P. pastoris 

and the dry cell weight OD600 correlation was determined to be 0.278 DCW g/L (Ghosalkar 

et al, 2008), compared to the value of 0.523 DCW g/L that was achieved in this project. In 

the article the cells were washed with distilled water and dried at 80oC in an aluminum cup. 

In the thesis project the cells where washed with BFM21* media without any nitrogen and 

dried at 69oC in aluminum pans. Perhaps the difference in the washing method is the reason 

why the dry cell weight OD600 correlation value is larger in the thesis project. Although the 

yield coefficient or dry cell weight per concentration of glycerol in the media is 0.55 g 

biomass /g of glycerol in the article and that value is 0.505 g biomass/ g of glycerol in the 

thesis project. (Ghosalkar et al, 2008) 
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 The second media component for which yield was determined was ammonium 

sulfate (Table 3.18). Ammonium sulfate was used as a nitrogen source in the media. 

Nitrogen is important because without it cells cannot make amino acids. The same 

methodology was used in determining ammonium sulfate yield as was used in the glycerol 

yield determination. Nitrogen was substrate limiting over the following concentration 

range: 0.1g/L, 0.2g/L, 0.3g/L, 0.4 g/L, 1.0g/L. Substrate limiting growth on ammonium 

sulfate resulted in diauxic growth so instead of using the highest OD600, the OD600 directly 

before the change in specific growth rate was used. 

 The third media component for which yield was determined was histidine (Table 

3.18). The non-recombinant strain is unable to produce histidine and requires histidine to 

be supplemented in the media to grow. The same methodology was used in determining 

histidine yield as was used in the glycerol yield determination. Histidine was substrate 

limiting over the following concentration range: 0.008g/L, 0.016g/L, 0.024g/L, 0.032 g/L, 

0.040g/L. Instead of using the highest OD600 the second to last OD600 measurement was 

used in yield determination because it generated more linear results. 

 Trying to determine cellular yield on methanol using shake flask methods was much 

more difficult than determining the yield on the other media components. P. pastoris grows 

very slowly on methanol in comparison to glycerol, methanol is volatile, and increasing 

initial methanol concentration actually inhibits the growth of cells (substrate inhibition). 

Therefore it was important to find a concentration that promotes growth on methanol but 
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is not toxic to the cells. It was difficult to find a range of concentrations using shake flasks to 

determine yield because with increasing methanol concentration the maximum specific 

growth rate decreases, therefore a cell yield on methanol was not determined (Table 3.18). 

 In a literature article an optimized media design was achieved using design of 

experiments. The media composition was: 20g/L glycerol 7.5 g/L ammonium sulfate, 1 g/L 

magnesium sulfate heptahydrate, 8.5 g/L dipotassium phosphate,1.5 mL/L vitamin solution 

and 20 mL/L trace metal solution.  The maximum specific growth rate achieved in the article 

was 0.23 hr-1. The strain used was with a GS115 mut+ strain that expressed human 

interferon alpha-2b and the growth condition were 100mL of media in a 500mL shake flask 

with 250 rpm shaking at 30oC at a pH of 5.5 (Ghosalkar et al, 2008). It might be useful in the 

thesis project to look into the vitamin solution because the current media design does not 

have a vitamin solution that supplements the media. The optimized media does have a 

slightly better yield on glycerol, 0.55 g DCW/ g of glycerol versus 0.505 g DCW/ g of glycerol. 

The concentration of some of the media components could be tweaked but there does not 

seem to be any major changes that need to happen in terms of media design for the thesis 

project. The media in the thesis project can achieve a higher maximum specific growth rate 

compared to the optimized media and the yield on glycerol is comparable to the literature 

value. 

 The initial methanol study added small amounts of methanol because methanol was 

desired to be the limiting substrate (Figure 3.17). The 0% and the 0.02% resulted in the 
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same specific growth rate and the highest OD600 of the 0.02% methanol fermentation was 

actually lower than the OD600 of the 0mmol methanol fermentation indicating that 5mmol 

(0.02%)methanol was not enough to support growth on methanol. The growth curves of the 

fermentations looked similar to the carbon source fermentations seen in Figure 3.7. The 

0.04% and 0.10% methanol concentrations showed a decrease in specific growth rate but it 

was marginal and the highest OD600 reached was still below the 0% methanol fermentation 

OD600 reached. This again indicates that not enough methanol was added to encourage 

growth on methanol as the sole carbon source. The final OD600 values reached in this 

experiment are similar to the OD600 reached in the carbon source testing study with BFM21 

without glycerol. 

 The second methanol study was carried out with higher concentrations of methanol. 

The maximum specific growth rates of the fermentations were significantly lower than the 

growth rate on the 0% methanol fermentation and it was similar to the maximum specific 

growth suggested for methanol growth of Pichia reported in the literature which was 0.14 

hr-1 (Li et al., 2007). The results may still be influenced by the secondary carbon sources 

because the OD600 value reached in the fermentations are low, close to the 0% methanol 

concentration fermentation. The highest OD600 reached by the lower methanol 

concentrations in this study (0.20%, 0.25%, and 0.30%) is lower than the OD600 reached by 

the 0% methanol fermentation. In the same study, the higher methanol concentration 
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(1.0% and 2.0%) fermentations, although having the lowest maximum specific growth rate 

reached the highest OD600 values. 

 The next study was done to determine the effect of the secondary carbon sources. 

Sodium citrate could not be removed from the media preparation for fear of precipitation 

but acetate buffer was removed from the media for this study. From the results it appears 

that 2.0% methanol is inhibitory for growth. The 1.0% methanol fermentation showed the 

highest specific growth rate and highest OD600 reached. The specific growth rate of the 

control is low considering there is no methanol added to the control. The approach of 

eliminating the acetate buffer was abandoned because fermentations without buffer would 

be limited by low pH. Plus the media used in the future would contain buffer so methanol 

growth data without buffer would not be representative of future fermentations. 

 The subsequent study used a different approach to combat the compromising 

effects of the secondary carbon sources. From the carbon source data in Figure 3.7 the 

highest OD600 reached on the secondary carbon sources was around 2.5. If the methanol 

fermentation started above an OD600 of 2.5 growth should be due to methanol. This 

approach was partially successful but there was a higher level of variability observed in this 

fermentation (Figure 3.20). The specific growth rate was well below the literature value of 

0.14hr-1 (Li et al., 2007), which suggests that 2.0% methanol added to shake flasks is 

inhibitory to growth and a lower concentration may increase the specific growth rate.

 The final methanol study was carried out to test the effect of shake flask scale up on 
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methanol growth. The maximum specific growth rate was lower in the 200mL 

fermentations (baffled 2 liter shake flasks) compared to the 50mL fermentations (baffled 

250ml shake flasks) and again the maximum specific growth rate is lower for the 2.0% 

methanol fermentation. The OD600 values reached in the 200mL fermentations were below 

an OD600 value of 2.5 so the specific growth rate was probably affected by sodium citrate 

and acetate buffer. 

3.5.7 HSA Strain Growth on BFM21* 

  From the growth curves of the HSA expressing strain the maximum OD600 reached is 

two to three times higher than the maximum OD600 reached using the non-recombinant 

strain on the same media minus histidine. The only difference between the two strains and 

the media used to grow these strains is histidine required for the auxotroph. This indicates 

that not enough histidine was added to the non-recombinant strain fermentations. The 

specific growth rate and the maximum OD600 are slightly higher in the 2L shake flasks. This 

may be due to a higher OTR (oxygen transfer rate) in the 2L shake flasks. The maximum 

specific growth rates of both strains were similar. 

3.6 Conclusion 

 The design and optimization of a chemically defined medium using shake flask 

cultures is not a trivial task. The changes made to the original media recipe allowed for 

robust, high cell density growth. BFM21* can support a specific growth doubling time of  2.5 

hours and in batch mode can reach an OD600 in the range of 12 to 17. The method devised 
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for preparing cryostocks is robust. The best agitation speed for shake flask experiments was 

400rpm because it provided the best mixing for oxygen transfer and the highest OD600 

values. The correlation between dry cell weight and OD600 is an important determination 

that will affect all future fermentations so it may be worthwhile to improve the R2 value by 

repeating this experiment. The determination of growth on sodium citrate and acetate 

buffer was important to ensure growth on glycerol was not affected. The carbon source 

data actually was useful for the methanol yield study and indicated that growth may not be 

due to growth purely on methanol. 

 The nutrient yield experiments generated important results. From the media 

components tested, glycerol, the carbon source to be used in fed-batch fermentations, is 

needed in higher concentrations that the other media components. The next most 

important media component that was tested was nitrogen in the form of ammonium 

sulfate. Histidine was needed in much lower concentrations to support growth of the 

auxotroph, in fact almost two orders of magnitude lower. From the cell yield data, the 

concentration of histidine being used for fermentations before the histidine yield was 

determined supported an OD600 of only about 11. Plus the fact that the HSA strain reaches 

OD600 values of approximately 29. This indicates that histidine concentration should be 

increased for the non-recombinant strain. A histidine concentration in the range of 0.10 to 

0.12 g/L should increase the OD600 values achieved during fermentation of the non-

recombinant strain to the OD600 values achieved with the recombinant HSA strain. 
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  The shake flask yield experiments on methanol yielded inconclusive results at least 

in terms of actual methanol yield. From the data it would appear that methanol 

concentrations below 0.3% may affect the maximum specific growth rate but does not 

support much growth on methanol for the strains evaluated. Concentrations of methanol 

2.0% or higher are inhibitory to the growth of cells in shake flasks. A concentration of 1.0% 

methanol seems to support growth without greatly inhibiting cellular growth. It would be 

good to test other concentrations in the range of 0.3% to 2.0% to compare to 1.0% 

methanol growth. Using the high starting OD600 technique would be a viable way to reduce 

the effects of the secondary carbon sources. Removing acetate buffer is not a desirable 

option to reduce the skew of these secondary carbon sources because there is less control 

of pH during shake flask fermentations. The 200mL fermentations were affected by sodium 

citrate and acetate buffer but perhaps not as much as in the 50mL fermentations because 

the maximum specific growth rate was lower for the 200mL fermentations. 

 A major goal of the project was to reach high cell density in fed-batch fermentations. 

Initially the target of the project was to achieve an OD600 value of 100 in the 30L bioreactor. 

The yield determinations allowed for extrapolation of the amount of media components 

needed to achieve an OD600 of 100. For example, a linear equation generated from the cell 

yield on glycerol experiment can be used to determine how much glycerol is needed to 

reach an OD600 value of 100 (Equation 3.2) 
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y=0.955x-2.79 

100=0.955x-2.79 

x=102 g/L glycerol 

Equation 3.2  Extrapolation of the amount on glycerol needed to achieve an OD600 of 100. 

 

 

The same was done for methanol and histidine and an OD600 value over 100 was reached 

during the course of the project (Figure 5.6). 

 Successful growth of the HSA strain was achieved in shake flasks on BFM21* minus 

histidine. In fact, significantly higher maximum OD600 values were reached with this strain 

compared to the non-recombinant strain on BFM21*. Increased histidine concentration 

should be used in the future for the non-recombinant strain. 
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CHAPTER 4 Micro 24 Experiments 

4.1 Introduction 

4.1.1 System Overview 

 As stated in the introduction, the Pall Micro-24 Microreactor is an innovative system that 

can be used to grow a variety of cells at small scale. System hardware can be seen in Figure 

4.1a. The Micro-24 can be used at lab bench scale and the dimensions can be seen in Figure 

4.1b. A rear view of the system can be seen in Figure 4.2.  

 

 

  

Figure 4.1   A) Micro-24 hardware B) Dimensions of the microreactor 

A B 
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Figure 4.2  Rear view of the Micro-24 system. 

 
 
 Regular cassettes were used in the project designated by Pall as MRT-REG cassettes (Figure 

4.3a) The two types of vessel closures used in the project can be seen in Figures 4.3b and 

4.3c; these closures were designated as A caps and D caps, respectively.  
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Figure 4.3  A) 24 deep well plate used for cellular growth B) A cap closure C) D cap closure 

 

 

4.1.2 Oxygen Transfer Rate 

Most industrial microbial processes are aerobic, and are mostly carried out in aqueous 

medium containing salts and organic substances; usually these broths change viscosity as a 

function of time, some showing a non-Newtonian behavior.  In these processes, oxygen is 

an important nutrient that is used by microorganisms for growth, maintenance and 

metabolite production, and scarcity of oxygen affects the process performance (Garcia 

Ochoa and Gomez, 2009). 

The demand for oxygen can be measured by the maximum oxygen uptake rate (OURmax). 

The OURmax is calculated using the following equation: 

A B C 
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Equation 4.1  Maximum oxygen uptake rate. µmax represents the maximum specific growth 

rate (hr-1), X is the biomass concentration (g/L), and Y (X/O2) represents the cellular yield on 

oxygen. 

 

 

During an aerobic bioprocess, the oxygen is transferred from a rising gas bubble into a liquid 

phase and ultimately to the site of oxidative phosphorylation inside the cell, which can be 

considered as a solid particle (Garcia Ochoa and Gomez, 2009). The amount of oxygen a 

bioreactor system can supply to the liquid phase is termed the oxygen transfer rate (OTR). 

The OTR in a stirred bioreactor is calculated using the following equation: 

 

Equation 4.2  Oxygen transfer rate. Jo is the oxygen flux, a is the gas-liquid interfacial area, 

kL is the mass transfer resistance of oxygen getting from the gas phase to the liquid phase, 

C* is the saturated dissolved oxygen concentration (mg/L), CL is the concentration of oxygen 

in the liquid phase (mg/L). 
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The OTR must exceed the OURmax or the cells inside the bioreactor will be exposed to an 

oxygen limited environment which will affect the process. 

4.1.3 Sodium Sulfite Oxidation Method 

There are several methods that can be used to determine OTR. This project used the 

sodium sulfite oxidation method, which uses a chemical reaction to determine OTR 

(Equation 4.3).  

 

Equation 4.3  Sodium sulfite oxidation reaction. 

 

 

A known amount of sodium sulfite is added to fresh media or water inside the bioreactor  

where it consumes oxygen bringing the dissolved oxygen concentration to zero. Once 

oxygenation is started using agitation and sparging, the OTR or kLa can be determined based 

on the time it takes the dissolved oxygen concentration to increase to saturation.   

4.2 Purpose of Microreactor Experiments 

The purpose of the microreactor experiments was to test the OTR of the 24 well 

microreactor system and test P. pastoris growth in the microreactor system as a model to 

scale down evaluation of recombinant P. pastoris strains. 
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4.3 Experimental Methods 

4.3.1 Microreactor kLa Determination Method 

 The maximum OTR of the Micro 24 bioreactor was determined using the sodium 

sulfite oxidation method. The Micro 24 system was turned on and the gas lines were 

checked for position. Atmospheric oxygen was used in the sparger feed line.  The Micro 24 

software was opened by clicking on the Microbial icon on the computer. The run conditions 

for the experiment were set by clicking on the configure tab and scrolling down to “Edit Run 

Conditions.” The temperature in all wells was set to 30oC. The oxygen flow rate was set to 

20sccm which represented 4vvm in 5mL and the shake speed was set to 800rpm. 

 A MRT-REG2 cassette box was opened and the cassette was removed for the 

packaging. The wells to be tested were filled with 5mL of DI water. The wells were then 

capped with MRT-CAP-A caps. The cassette was then clamped onto the Micro 24 system 

and the run was started. The temperature was allowed to reach the set point (30oC) and the 

DO reading was allowed to stabilize before continuing. The run was paused to take off the 

caps and add 1 mL/L of 0.01 M cobalt chloride to each of the wells used in the experiment. 

The caps were placed back on and shaking was started again to allow the cobalt chloride to 

mix for one minute. The run was paused to take off the caps and add sodium sulfite to a 

final concentration of 3g/L in each of the wells used in the experiment using a single-

channel pipette. kLa experiments were also carried out using the same method but using 

MRT-CAP-D caps or a 2-layer milk filter disk closure covering the entire plate (Figure 4.4) 
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Figure 4.4  Double milk  filter disk closures for microreactor cassette and shake flasks. 

 

 

The milk filter disk closure was evaluated on the 24 well plate to duplicate gas exchange 

conditions (resistance) using the same closure used in shake flask experiments. The D caps 

kLa values were used to compare the kLa values achieved in the A cap experiments.  

The run was started again and the DO was monitored. The kLa was determined using the 

following equation: 

 
 
 

A 
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OTR=Na2SO3 mg/L*(16g O2/126g Na2SO3) 
Reaction Time (hrs) 

Equation 4.4  Calculation of OTR using the sodium sulfite oxidation method. 

This procedure was used to test kLa at shaking speeds 400rpm, 500rpm, 600rpm, 700rpm 

and 800rpm with 1vvm, 2vvm and 4vvm of aeration. 

 

 

4.3.2 P. pastoris Growth in the Microreactor  

 The Micro 24 system was turned on and the gas lines were checked for position. 

Pure oxygen was used in the oxygen gas feed line. The Micro 24 software was opened by 

clicking on the Microbial icon on the computer. The run conditions for the experiment were 

set by clicking on the configure tab and scrolling down to “Edit Run Conditions.” The 

temperature in all wells was set to 30oC. The oxygen flow rate was set to 20sccm which 

represented 4vvm in 5mL, and the shake speed was set to 800rpm. A MRT-REG2 cassette 

box was opened and the cassette was removed for the packaging inside a biosafety cabinet. 

5mL of BFM21* were transferred to 3 wells on the cassette, 5mL of BFM21*plus double the 

amount of histidine (0.08g/L) were added to three other wells, and 5mL of BFM21 without 

glycerol plus 25µL of methanol were added to three other wells. A cryovial was thawed by 

hand and 100µL of cells were transferred into each of the nine wells. A drop of anti-foam 

was added to each well using a syringe and an 18 gauge needle. The wells were then capped 

with A caps and the cassette was clamped in the Micro 24 system. The run was started and 
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lasted for 22 hours. OD600 samples were taken periodically throughout the run and the final 

pH was measured. 

4.3.2 Microreactor Rapid Sampling 

A method for quickly sampling all 24 wells on a cassette was developed using a multi-

channel pipet (Thermo-Scientific, Finnpipette®F2). The multichannel pipet used could 

accommodate 12 pipet tips. The first consideration is that the fermentation volume is 5mL, 

so it is undesirable to take 1mL samples from the wells as was done for most of the shake 

flask experiments. All sample volumes removed from the microreactor wells were 100µL or 

less, so even after 10 samples the fermentation volume should be at least 80% of what it 

was initially. Twenty four plastic cuvettes were set up in a biosafety cabinet (BSC) and filled 

with the appropriate amount of media for the required dilution. A spectrophotometer was 

then blanked using the media used for dilutions. The run was then paused and the cassette 

with cells unclamped and placed in the BSC. Pipet tips were placed on the multi-channel 

pipet as shown in Figure 4.5. The caps were removed from the cassette and the wells were 

sampled as shown in Figure 4.6. The caps were placed back on the cassette and the cassette 

was clamped back on the microreactor and the fermentation run was resumed. Six wells 

can be sampled at a time and the process takes 5 minutes to sample all 24 wells. The 

diluted samples can then be pipetted up and down to mix and the OD600 can be measured. 
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Figure 4.5  Multi-channel pipet with 200µL pipet tips appropriately spaced for sampling six 

wells simultaneously (one row). 
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Figure 4.6  Sampling a cassette with the multi-channel pipet 

 

 

4.3.4 Microreactor Histidine Concentration Experiment  

 The Micro 24 system is potentially a powerful tool for high throughput screening of 

experimental conditions. It would significantly decrease the amount of media needed for 

fermentation development and the amount of time spent making media, which takes 

approximately 2 hours with the autoclave cycle. Also, the microreactor allows for 24 
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fermentations simultaneously. This means that more experimental conditions can be tested 

in a given period of time. For example, for the yield studies on glycerol the average 

fermentation time was 26 hours. The experiment was done in triplicate in 21 250mL shake 

flasks used over the seven glycerol concentrations. The experiment was done over three 

fermentations with a maximum of 9 flasks being run simultaneously. So the experiment 

took approximately 78 hours to complete. If the same experiment was done in the Micro 24 

all the experimental runs could fit onto one cassette and the experiment could be 

completed in a 26-hour fermentation. 

 The microreactor system holds many advantages to the shake flask fermentation, 

but it is a more complex system with many variables and factors that could affect the rapid 

growth rate of P. pastoris strains. It is important to show that robust results can be achieved 

in all of the wells of the microreactor so that the data gathered from this system can be 

applied to 30L fermentations. If the data shows too much variability among the wells it will 

be difficult to arrive at meaningful conclusions from the data, so it will be hard to scale-up 

these results into 30L bioreactor fermentations. 

 The Micro 24 system was turned on and the gas lines were checked for position. 

Pure oxygen was used in the oxygen gas feed line because of the rapid growth rate of Pichia 

strains. The Micro 24 software was opened by clicking on the Microbial icon on the 

computer. The run conditions for the experiment were set by clicking on the configure tab 

and scrolling down to “Edit Run Conditions.” The temperature in all wells was set to 30oC 
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and the shaking speed was set to 800rpm. The dissolved oxygen flow rate was set to 20sccm 

which represented 4vvm in 5mL. A MRT-REG2 cassette box was opened and the cassette 

was removed from the packaging inside a biosafety cabinet. 5mL of BFM21* were 

transferred to all 24 wells on the cassette. Three cryovials of the recombinant HSA strain 

were thawed by hand and 100µL of cells were transferred into each of the 24 wells 

aseptically. The wells were then capped with MRT-CAP-A caps and the cassette was 

clamped on the Micro 24 system. The run was started and samples were taken 

approximately every three hours. The run was stopped when the cells started to reach the 

stationary phase. The same procedure was used to test BFM21* with double the amount of 

histidine, but a seeding volume of 25µL was used instead of 100µL. 

 4.3.5 Microreactor Position Effect 

 In order to evaluate the position effect of the wells using a common inoculum, a 

sterile 250mL shake flask was filled with 125mL of BFM21. A cryovial was thawed by hand 

from the GS115 muts his4+ strain and then 1mL of cells was aseptically transferred into the 

125 mL of media. The Micro 24 system was turned on and the gas lines were checked for 

position. Pure oxygen was used in the oxygen gas feed line.  The Micro 24 software was 

opened by clicking on the Microbial icon on the computer. The run conditions for the 

experiment were set by clicking on the configure tab and scrolling down to “Edit Run 

Conditions.” The temperature in all wells was set to 30oC and the shake speed was set to 

800rpm. The dissolved oxygen flow rate was set to 20sccm which represented 4vvm in 5mL. 
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A MRT-REG2 cassette box was opened and the cassette was removed for the packaging 

inside a biosafety cabinet. The cells in the shake flask were aseptically transferred to the 

cassette wells in 5mL aliquots until all 24 wells were filled. A drop of sterile 204 anti-foam 

was added to each well using a syringe and an 18 gauge needle. The wells were then capped 

with MRT-CAP-A caps and the cassette was clamped in the Micro 24 system. The run was 

started and allowed to continue for 28 hours, then the final OD600 and pH in each well was 

measured. This experiment was done with a seeding density of 0.400 OD600. 

4.3.6 Microreactor Strain Comparison 

 The same procedure was used as the Microreactor histidine concentration and 

position effect experiment, except a seeding volume of 50µL was used. The experiment was 

repeated two more times using the same plate to determine if previously used 24 well 

plates could be re-used (cleaned by rinsing with DI water) to reduce the cost of these 

experiments. Due to the rapid growth rate of Pichia, these previously used plates should be 

able to be re-used several times without sterilization; only sanitization should be needed. 

 4.3.7 HSA Strain Position Effect After Servicing 

 During the course of the microreactor position effect experiments it was determined 

that vendor preventative maintenance was needed  as the preliminary results from the 

position effect experiments were highly variable and the consistent delivery of oxygen to 

each well was questionable.   Old gaskets were replaced to create a better vacuum seal for 

the cassette and some solenoid values were also replaced. Experiments using the same 
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procedure for the position effect experiment were then repeated except the fermentation 

was monitored for approximately 48 hours, a seeding volume of 50µL was used, and the 

HSA strain was used. Two additional fermentations were done with the same methodology 

but multiple samples were taken to monitor growth during fermentation. It should also be 

noted that all fermentations done after servicing were carried out on the same cassette in 

order to eliminate plate-to-plate variation. 

4.3.8 Microreactor Data Analysis 

The same final cell density (OD600) data analysis method used in shake flasks was used for 

the microreactor data, with the addition of Z score analysis for the position effect results. 

Assuming a normal distribution, most measured data points fall into a normal bell curve. A Z 

score normalizes the data series to a mean of zero. Z score values are calculated using the 

following equation (Munro 2005): 

Z score=x-xmean/SD 

Equation 4.5  Z score calculation. x is single data point in a data series, xmean is the average 

of the data points in the series, and SD is the standard deviation of the data points in this 

series. 

 

 

 

For a normal bell curve for a value one standard deviation away from the mean there is a 

68% chance that the value is significantly different than the mean. Since the mean is 

normalized to zero a Z-score greater than 1.96 represents with 95% confidence that the 
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value is significantly different than the mean. This method was used to determine OD600 

values, specific growth rates and pH values from different wells on the plate that were 

significantly different than the mean of all of the wells on the plate. 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Microreactor kLa 

4.4.1a Condition: 1vvm 7mL of Media 
Figure 4.4 shows the profile of dissolved oxygen percentage during the kLa determination 

using air. The dissolved oxygen concentration is allowed to stabilize in the wells then the 

cobalt chloride is added. The sodium sulfite is added and there is a sharp drop in dissolved 

oxygen percentage, but over time the concentration comes back up to 80%.  
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Figure 4.7  A representative plot of dissolved oxygen percentage over time during the kLa 

experiment. 

 
 
 
Table 4.1 shows the calculated kLa values for the eight wells run at 400rpm, 500rpm, and 

600rpm with 1vvm and 7mL of DI water. 
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Table 4.1  The kLa values (hr-1) determined for 1vvm and 7mL of DI water at different 

agitation rates using air. 

400rpm 500rpm 600rpm 

Well# sec hrs kLa Well# sec hrs kLa Well# sec hrs kLa 

Well 2B 2273 0.63 79.40 Well 2B 1416 0.39 127.45 Well 2B 944 0.26 191.18 

Well 3B 2619 0.73 68.91 Well 3B 1416 0.39 127.45 Well 3B 1062 0.30 169.94 

Well 4B 2672 0.74 67.54 Well 4B 1533 0.43 117.73 Well 4B 981 0.27 183.97 

Well 5B 1837 0.51 98.24 Well 5B 1404 0.39 128.54 Well 5B 1058 0.29 170.58 

Well 2C 1976 0.55 91.33 Well 2C 1551 0.43 116.36 Well 2C 1023 0.28 176.42 

Well 3C 2194 0.61 82.26 Well 3C 1505 0.42 119.92 Well 3C 1039 0.29 173.70 

Well 4C 1942 0.54 92.93 Well 4C 1884 0.52 95.79 Well 4C 1027 0.29 175.73 

Well 5C 1979 0.55 91.19 Well 5C 1310 0.36 137.77 Well 5C 1060 0.29 170.26 

 

 

Table 4.2 shows the calculated kLa values for the eight wells run at 700rpm and 800rpm 

with 1vvm and 7mL of water. 

 
 
Table 4.2  The kLa values (hr-1) determined for 1vvm and 7mL of DI water at different 

agitation rates using air. 

700 rpm 800rpm 

Well # sec hrs kLa Well# sec hrs kLa 

Well 2B 783 0.22 230.49 Well 2B 556 0.15 324.59 

Well 3B 659 0.18 273.86 Well 3B 556 0.15 324.59 

Well 4B 755 0.21 239.04 Well 4B 574 0.16 314.41 

Well 5B 790 0.22 228.45 Well 5B 567 0.16 318.30 

Well 2C 755 0.21 239.04 Well 2C 574 0.16 314.41 

Well 3C 767 0.21 235.30 Well 3C 567 0.16 318.30 

Well 4C 762 0.21 236.84 Well 4C 579 0.16 311.70 

Well 5C 755 0.21 239.04 Well 5C 512 0.14 352.49 
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Table 4.3 shows the averaged values of the eight wells run all the different agitation rates 

with 1vvm and 7mL of water. As was expected, kLa increased significantly with agitation 

rate. All kLa data for the microreactor was done before the system received preventative 

maintenance. 

 
 
 
Table 4.3  The averaged kLa (hr-1) values determined for 1vvm and 7mL of DI water at 

different agitation rates using air. 

Agitation (rpm) kLa STD kLa 

400 84.0 11.4 

500 121 12.5 

600 177 7.53 

700 240 14.2 

800 322 13.0 
 

 

 

4.4.1b Condition: 2vvm 5mL of Media 

 Table 4.4 shows the calculated kLa values for the eight wells run at 400rpm, 500rpm, 

and 600rpm with 2vvm and 5mL of DI water.  
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Table 4.4  The kLa values determined for 2vvm and 5mL of DI water at different agitation 

rates using air. 

400rpm 500rpm 600rpm 

Well# sec hrs kLa Well # sec hrs kLa Well# sec hrs kLa 

Well 2B 1240 0.34 145.54 Well 2B 1117 0.31 161.57 Well 2B 718 0.20 251.36 

Well 3B 1317 0.37 137.03 Well 3B 1093 0.30 165.12 Well 3B 752 0.21 239.99 

Well 4B 1547 0.43 116.66 Well 4B 981 0.27 183.97 Well 4B 699 0.19 258.19 

Well 5B 1229 0.34 146.85 Well 5B 1105 0.31 163.32 Well 5B 704 0.20 256.35 

Well 2C 1240 0.34 145.54 Well 2C 1070 0.30 168.67 Well 2C 701 0.19 257.45 

Well 3C 1205 0.33 149.77 Well 3C 1121 0.31 160.99 Well 3C 745 0.21 242.25 

Well 4C 1333 0.37 135.39 Well 4C 1112 0.31 162.30 Well 4C 729 0.20 247.56 

Well 5C 1275 0.35 141.55 Well 5C 1100 0.31 164.07 Well 5C 734 0.20 245.88 

 

Table 4.5 shows the calculated kLa values for the eight wells run at 700rpm and 800rpm 

with 2vvm and 5mL of DI water. 

 

 

Table 4.5  The kLa values  (hr-1) determined for 2vvm and 5mL of DI water at different 

agitation rates using air. 

700rpm 800rpm 

Well# sec hrs kLa Well# sec hrs kLa 

Well 2B 631 0.18 286.01 Well 2B 476 0.13 379.15 

Well 3B 654 0.18 275.95 Well 3B 487 0.14 370.58 

Well 4B 605 0.17 298.30 Well 4B 480 0.13 375.99 

Well 5B 612 0.17 294.89 Well 5B 469 0.13 384.81 

Well 2C 596 0.17 302.81 Well 2C 469 0.13 384.81 

Well 3C 612 0.17 294.89 Well 3C 487 0.14 370.58 

Well 4C 666 0.19 270.98 Well 4C 487 0.14 370.58 

Well 5C 689 0.19 261.94 Well 5C 469 0.13 384.81 
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Table 4.6 shows the averaged values of the eight wells run at all of the different agitation 

rates with 2vvm and 5mL of DI water. As was expected, kLa increased significantly with 

agitation rate. The kLa values are higher at 2vvm with 5mL of DI water than the 1vvm and 

7mL of DI water kLa values. 

 

 

Table 4.6  The averaged kLa values (hr-1)  determined for 2vvm and 5mL of DI water at 

different agitation rates using air. 

   Agitation (rpm) kLa STD kLa 

400 140 10.5 

500 166 7.56 

600 250 7.05 

700 286 14.6 

800 378 6.64 
 

 

 

4.4.1c Condition: 4vvm 5mL of Media 

Table 4.7 shows the calculated kLa values for the eight wells run at 400rpm, 500rpm, and 

600rpm with 4vvm and 5mL of DI water.  
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Table 4.7  The kLa values (hr-1)   determined for 4vvm and 5mL of DI water at different 

agitation rates using air. 

400rpm 500rpm 600rpm 

Well# sec hrs kLa Well# sec hrs kLa Well # sec hrs kLa 

Well 2B 1117 0.31 161.57 Well 2B 975 0.27 185.10 Well 2B 722 0.20 249.96 

Well 3B 1177 0.33 153.33 Well 3B 964 0.27 187.21 Well 3B 722 0.20 249.96 

Well 4B 1087 0.30 166.03 Well 4B 964 0.27 187.21 Well 4B 715 0.20 252.41 

Well 5B 1140 0.32 158.31 Well 5B 964 0.27 187.21 Well 5B 720 0.20 250.66 

Well 2C 1106 0.31 163.18 Well 2C 964 0.27 187.21 Well 2C 729 0.20 247.56 

Well 3C 1099 0.31 164.22 Well 3C 959 0.27 188.19 Well 3C 729 0.20 247.56 

Well 4C 1154 0.32 156.39 Well 4C 994 0.28 181.56 Well 4C 752 0.21 239.99 

Well 5C 1099 0.31 164.22 Well 5C 971 0.27 185.86 Well 5C 726 0.20 248.59 

 

 

Table 4.8 shows the calculated kLa values for the eight wells run at 700rpm and 800rpm 

with 4vvm and 5mL of DI water. 

 

 

Table 4.8  The kLa values (hr-1)  determined for 4vvm and 5mL of DI water at different 

agitation rates using air. 

700rpm 800rpm 

Well# sec hrs kLa Well# sec hrs kLa 

Well 2B 524 0.15 344.42 Well 2B 364 0.10 495.81 

Well 3B 524 0.15 344.42 Well 3B 364 0.10 495.81 

Well 4B 517 0.14 349.08 Well 4B 346 0.10 521.60 

Well 5B 505 0.14 357.37 Well 5B 353 0.10 511.26 

Well 2C 512 0.14 352.49 Well 2C 334 0.09 540.34 

Well 3C 512 0.14 352.49 Well 3C 357 0.10 505.53 

Well 4C 505 0.14 357.37 Well 4C 341 0.09 529.25 

Well 5C 512 0.14 352.49 Well 5C 341 0.09 529.25 
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Table 4.9 shows the calculated kLa values for the eight wells run at 800rpm with 4vvm and 

5mL of DI water using a double milk filter closure and D caps closures. 

 

 

Table 4.9  The kLa values (hr-1)  determined for 4vvm and 5mL of DI water at 800rpm using 

different cassette closures using air. 

Milk Filter D Cap 

Well# sec hrs kLa Well# sec hrs kLa 

Well 2B 375 0.10 481.26 Well 2B 382 0.11 472.44 

Well 3B 370 0.10 487.77 Well 3B 399 0.11 452.31 

Well 4B 364 0.10 495.81 Well 4B 387 0.11 466.34 

Well 5B 364 0.10 495.81 Well 5B 434 0.12 415.84 

Well 2C 352 0.10 512.71 Well 2C 375 0.10 481.26 

Well 3C 370 0.10 487.77 Well 3C 387 0.11 466.34 

Well 4C 364 0.10 495.81 Well 4C 387 0.11 466.34 

Well 5C 356 0.10 506.95 Well 5C 387 0.11 466.34 

 

 

 

Table 4.10 shows the averaged values of the eight wells run at all the different agitation 

rates with 4vvm and 5mL of DI water plus the milk filter and D cap runs.  As was expected 

kLa increased significantly with agitation rate. The highest kLa values were reached with 

4vvm and 5mL of DI water. 
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Table 4.10  The averaged kLa values (hr-1)  determined for 4vvm and 5mL of DI water at 

different agitation rates and with different cassette closures using air. Yellow indicates a 

milk filter disk closure, red indicates the use of D caps, no color indicates A caps. 

Agitation(rpm) kLa STD kLa 

400 161 4.44 

500 186 2.10 

600 248 3.75 

700 351 5.04 

800 516 16.6 

800 496 10.4 

800 467 8.66 

 

 

 

4.4.2 Microreactor Growth BFM21*vs BFM21*Extra Histidine vs Methanol Growth 

 Figure 4.8 shows the growth profiles of the initial P. pastoris fermentations in the 

microreactor. The methanol fermentation had similar results to the shake flask methanol 

experiments although the maximum specific growth is a little lower in the microreactor 

than observed in the shake flask study. The addition of additional histidine increased not 

only the final OD600 reached but also the maximum specific growth rate. There is also an 

increase in the variability especially in the final OD600 reading for the extra histidine 

fermentation.  
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Figure 4.8  Initial growth curves of the non-recombinant strain in the microreactor testing 

methanol growth and increased histidine effect with 4vvm at 30oC. BFM21* represents the 

chemically defined media that was developed with all the modifications, BFM21* (2H) 

represents the same media but with 0.08g/L histidine instead of 0.04g/L histidine, and 0.5% 

MeOH represents BFM21* without glycerol and 0.5% methanol. 

 
 
 
Table 4.11 shows the results of the initial growth study done in the microreactor. 
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Table 4.11  The measured and calculated values of  µmax the from preliminary microreactor 

growth curves. 

RPM Media Vol (mL) n  µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

BFM21* 5 3 0.263+.018 2.64 0.986 13.68 @ 22.00 h 

BFM21*(2xH) 5 3 0.305+.007 2.27 0.998 19.08 @ 22.00 h 

0.5% MeOH 5 3 0.068+.022 10.22 0.820 2.15 @ 22.00 h 

 

 

 

4.4.3 Microreactor BFM21* vs BFM21 Extra Histidine 

BFM21* 
Figure 4.9 shows the growth curves on the BFM21* in the microreactor for row A in the 

microreactor cassette. Wells A1, A5 and A6 show significantly lower maximum OD600 value. 
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Figure 4.9  The growth curves of the wells in row A of the microreactor cassette on BFM21*.  

 
 
 
Figure 4.10 shows the growth curves on the BFM21* in the microreactor for row B in the 

microreactor cassette. The fermentations in row B show the highest level of consistency in 

terms of maximum OD600 reached. 
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Figure 4.10  The growth curves of the wells in row B of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21*. 

 
 
 
Figure 4.11 shows the growth curves on the BFM21* in the microreactor for row C in the 

microreactor cassette. Wells C1 and C6 show lower maximum OD600 values than the other 

wells in the row. 
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Figure 4.11  The growth curves of the wells in row C of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21*. 

 
 
 
Figure 4.12 shows the growth curves on the BFM21* in the microreactor for row D in the 

microreactor cassette. 
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Figure 4.12  The growth curves of the wells in row D of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21*.  

 
 
 
Table 4.12 shows the maximum specific growth rate values calculated for each well on the 

24 well cassette. The specific growth rate values are significantly different in wells A5, A6 

and C1. Once these values are omitted from the average and standard deviation calculated, 

wells D1 and D6 prove to be significantly different from the mean. 
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Table 4.12  The individual maximum specific growth rate calculated for each well in the 

BFM21* fermentation. The highlighted values in red indicate values that are significantly 

different than the mean. The highlighted values in yellow indicate values that are 

significantly different than the mean after the mean and standard deviation have been 

adjusted. 

 
A B C D 

1 0.2718 0.2773 0.2234 0.2438 

2 0.2693 0.2762 0.2768 0.2641 

3 0.2703 0.2667 0.2748 0.2665 

4 0.2829 0.2768 0.2694 0.2914 

5 0.2361 0.2885 0.2778 0.2635 

6 0.3086 0.2805 0.2759 0.2464 

 

 

 

Table 4.13 shows the maximum OD600 values reached in each well on the 24 well cassette. 

The maximum OD600 is significantly different in wells A1, A5, A6, D1, and C1. Once these 

values are omitted from the average and standard deviation calculated, well C6 proves to 

be significantly different from the mean. 
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Table 4.13  The highest final OD600 reached in wells during the BFM21* fermentation. The 

highlighted values in red indicate values that are significantly different than the mean. The 

highlighted values in yellow indicate values that are significantly different than the mean 

after the mean and standard deviation have been adjusted. 

 
A B C D 

1 3.16 19.32 4.2 6.24 

2 17.24 18.52 14.28 17.32 

3 14 18.92 19.2 17.96 

4 16.16 17.16 17.12 15.16 

5 7.6 16.76 17.84 17.64 

6 6.68 14.88 11.68 16 

 
 
 
 
Table 4.14 shows the calculated values before and after the mean and standard deviation 

have been adjusted. 

 
 
 
Table 4.14  The calculated and measured values for the maximum specific growth rate for 

the BFM21* fermentation in the microreactor. 

 

 

Figure 4.13 shows the dissolved oxygen profile in well A1 during the BFM21* fermentation.. 

 

Avg Max OD600 STD  Adj Avg Max OD600 Adj STD Avg µ STD Avd Adj µ Adj STD 

14.38 4.99 16.69 1.99 0.270 0.018 0.272 0.012 
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Figure 4.13  Dissolved oxygen profile of well A1 during fermentation 

 
 
 
Figure 4.14 shows the dissolved oxygen profile in well A2 during the BFM21* fermentation. 
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Figure 4.14  Dissolved oxygen profile of well A2 during fermentation 

 

 

BFM21* Extra Histidine 
 Figure 4.15 shows the growth curves on the BFM21* plus extra histidine (0.08g/L) in 

the microreactor for row A in the microreactor cassette. The results for column A were 

highly variable with wells A2 and A3 reaching OD600 values over 40 while well A1 reached an 

OD600 value of just under 13.  
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Figure 4.15  The growth curves of the wells in row A of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21* with double the amount of histidine. 

 
 
 
Figure 4.16 shows the growth curves on the BFM21*plus extra histidine in the microreactor 

for row B in the microreactor cassette. The fermentations in row B show more consistency 

than row A although well B3 yields a significantly lower OD600 than the other wells in the 

row. 
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Figure 4.16  The growth curves of the wells in row B of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21* with double the amount of histidine. 

 
 
 
Figure 4.17 shows the growth curves on the BFM21* plus extra in the microreactor for row 

C in the microreactor cassette. Wells C1 and C6 show lower maximum OD600 values than the 

other wells in the row. 
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Figure 4.17  The growth curves of the wells in row C of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21* with double the amount of histidine. 

 
 
 
Figure 4.18 shows the growth curves on the BFM21* extra histidine in the microreactor for 

row D in the microreactor cassette. Well D1 yields the lowest OD600 value on the cassette. 

The rest of the wells in the row are fairly consistent. 
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Figure 4.18  The growth curves of the wells in row D of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21* with double the amount of histidine. 

 
 
 
Table 4.15 shows the specific growth rate values calculated for each well on the 24 well 

cassette. The maximum specific growth rate values are significantly different in Wells A1 

and C6. Once these values are omitted from the average and standard deviation 

calculations wells A5 and A6 prove to be significantly different from the mean.  
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Table 4.15  The individual maximum specific growth rates calculated for each well in the 

BFM21* extra histidine fermentation. The highlighted values in red indicate values that are 

significantly different than the mean. The highlighted values in yellow in indicate values that 

are significantly different than the mean after the mean and standard deviation have been 

adjusted. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

A 0.1928 0.2840 0.2765 0.2423 0.2113 0.2132 

B 0.2764 0.2762 0.2754 0.2704 0.2409 0.2477 

C 0.2456 0.2742 0.2715 0.2586 0.2620 0.1850 

D 0.2409 0.2609 0.2288 0.2539 0.2700 0.2401 

 

 

 

Table 4.16 shows the maximum OD600 values reached in each well on the 24 well cassette. 

The maximum OD600 is significantly different in wells A1, A2, A3, A4, B3, B4, D1, and C6. 

 

 

Table 4.16  The individual maximum specific growth rate calculated for each well in the 

BFM21* extra histidine fermentation. The highlighted values in red indicate values that are 

significantly different than the mean – 8 well out of 24 or 30% of the wells. 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

A 12.92 46.00 55.04 37.76 20.56 22.36 

B 33.56 31.16 17.36 37.36 32.6 28.96 

C 20.28 27.92 26.68 22.2 26.0400 15.4000 

D 8.40 30.36 28.6 24.16 28.6400 24.72 
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Table 4.17 shows the calculated values before and after the mean and standard deviation 

have been adjusted. 

 
 
 
Table 4.17  The calculated and measured values of the standard deviation of µmax for the 

BFM21* extra histidine fermentation in the microreactor. 

 

 

 

 

4.4.4 Microreactor Position Effect 

Table 4.18 shows the average OD600 values and the standard deviation before and after 

these values were adjusted for the position effect experiment.  

 

Table 4.18  The average OD600 values over the microreactor cassette for the position effect 

(PE) fermentations. 

 

Trial# SD Avg OD STD Adj Avg OD Adj STD 

PE 1 0.371 7.52 2.23 8.48 0.83 

PE 2 0.37 8.94 2.12 10.20 1.16 

PE 3 0.354 8.31 1.98 9.34 1.13 

 

 

Avg Max OD600 STD  Adj Avg Max OD600 Adj STD Avg µ STD Avd Adj µ Adj STD 

27.46 10.21 26.80 4.15 0.250 0.027 0.260 0.016 
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Figure 4.19 shows the wells that generated variable results in regards to the OD600 reached 

in the position effect experiment. There are six wells that show variable results across all 

three fermentations, two wells that show variable results across two of the fermentations, 

and three wells that show variable results in only one of the three fermentations. This 

leaves only 13 wells that do not show variable results in any of the fermentations. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.19  The wells that yielded significantly different OD600 values from the mean and 

the number of times these wells showed significantly different OD600 values from the mean 

across the three position effect fermentations. 

4.4.5 Microreactor Strain Comparison 

Figure 4.20 shows the growth profile of the HSA stain on BFM21* minus histidine.  The HSA 

strain reached the highest maximum OD600, although the maximum specific growth rate for 
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the HSA expressing strain is significantly lower than the growth rates observed for the non-

recombinant strain. The dissolved oxygen percentage throughout the whole fermentation 

was at 150% except for when samples were taken indicating that the DO sensor or 

oxygenation system had failed so this data could not be used. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.20  Growth profile of microreactor runs using the HSA strain 
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Table 4.19 shows the results of the microreactor strain experiment. 

 

 

Table 4.19  The measured and calculated values of µmax for the HSA growth experiment in 

the microreactor. 

RPM Media Vol (mL) n  µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

800 5 3 0.210+.005 3.30 0.996 45.95 @ 47.60 h 

 

 

 

4.4.6 HSA Strain Position Effect After Servicing 

Figure 4.21 shows the wells that had Z scores significantly far from the mean for the OD600 

measurements in all of the 24 wells. Two wells show values that are different than the 

mean with 95% confidence, well A3 and well A6.  
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Figure 4.21  The wells that yielded significantly different OD600 values from the mean after 

servicing and the number of times these wells showed significantly different OD600 values 

from the mean across the three position effect fermentations after preventative 

maintenance. 

 
 
 
Figures 4.22-4.29 show the growth curves of the second and third position effect 

experiment. High variability can be seen in row A in both experiments. 
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Figure 4.22 The growth curves of the wells in row A of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21*-histidine in the second position effect experiment after the microreactor was 

serviced (PM). 
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Figure 4.23 The growth curves of the wells in row B of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21*-histidine in the second position effect experiment after the microreactor was 

serviced (PM). 
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Figure 4.24 The growth curves of the wells in row C of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21*-histidine in the second position effect experiment after the microreactor was 

serviced (PM). 
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Figure 4.25 The growth curves of the wells in row D of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21*-histidine in the second position effect experiment after the microreactor was 

serviced (PM). 
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Figure 4.26 The growth curves of the wells in row A of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21*-histidine in the third position effect experiment after the microreactor was 

serviced (PM).  
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Figure 4.27 The growth curves of the wells in row B of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21*-histidine in the third position effect experiment after the microreactor was 

serviced (PM). 
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Figure 4.28 The growth curves of the Wells in row C of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21*-histidine in the third position effect experiment after the microreactor was 

serviced (PM). 
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Figure 4.29 The growth curves of the wells in row D of the microreactor cassette on 

BFM21*-histidine in the third position effect experiment after the microreactor was 

serviced (PM). 

 
 
 
Tables 4.20 and 4.21 show the summary of OD600 and maximum specific growth rate data 

for the position effect experiment after servicing. 
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Table 4.20  The final OD600 data for the position effect study after preventative maintenance 

servicing by the vendor 

Trial# Avg OD STD Adj Avg OD Adj STD 

PE 1 43.30 4.80 43.73 4.40 

PE 2 39.73 4.23 N/A N/A 

PE 3 42.33 9.86 N/A N/A 

 

 

 

Table 4.21  The maximum specific growth rate data for the position effect study after 

preventative maintenance servicing by the vendor. 

Trial# n Avg µ STD Adj Avg µ Adj STD 

PE 1 3 0.2056 0.010 N/A N/A 

PE 2 24 0.1956 0.021 0.1982 0.012 

PE 3 24 0.2021 0.016 0.2019 0.012 

 
 

 

 

4.5 Discussion 

4.5.1 Microreactor kLa 

 As mentioned earlier dissolved oxygen concentration is a vital parameter in 

fermentation or cell culture. Often because of the poor solubility of oxygen in water, oxygen 

is the growth limiting nutrient, especially in high cell density fermentations. The goal of 

these experiments was to determine if the microreactor system could supply enough 

oxygen for rapidly growing high cell density P. pastoris fermentations using either air or 
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pure oxygen. Several conditions were tested varying agitation rate, media volume, and 

aeration rate. The highest kLa values were achieved with air at high shaking rate, reduced 

media volume and high aeration rate. These results are fairly intuitive. Increased agitation 

by shaking promotes better mixing so more oxygen can dissolve into the liquid phase in a 

given period of time. In the 1vvm oxygen aeration and 7mL of DI water experiment the kLa 

value almost quadruples for 400rpm to 800rpm.  As the media volume is decreased there is 

less volume that oxygen needs to be supplied to, so in effect the aeration rate is increased. 

Increased aeration rate increases the rate of supply of oxygen in the gas phase that can be 

dissolved into the liquid phase so kLa is increased as long as bubbles do not coalesce (which 

decreases a). The kLa value from the 2vvm aeration rate with 800rpm shaking speed when 

compared to the 4vvm aeration rate at 800rpm shows an increase of almost 150. The use of 

A caps resulted in the highest kLa value. The milk filter disk closure and the D cap closure 

resulted in slightly lower kLa values. 

4.5.2 Microreactor Preliminary Growth 

 The preliminary growth was done to test the growth of P. pastoris in the 

microreactor and to see how the growth in the microreactor compared to growth in shake 

flasks (Table 4.22). Because of the results from the histidine yield experiment, the 

experiment also tested the impact of extra histidine. Also the methanol growth was tested 

in the microreactor because of the inconclusive results obtained in shake flasks. The results 

for the methanol fermentations and the BFM21* fermentations were similar to the results 
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achieved in shake flasks. The BFM21* double histidine fermentations showed a higher 

specific growth rate and maximum OD600 than the BFM21* fermentations. It was also noted 

that there was an increase in the variability of the OD600 readings in the extra histidine 

fermentation at the end. This may indicate that histidine may have been the growth limiting 

nutrient in some of the earlier fermentations. 

 

 

Table 4.22 Comparison of growth and maximum growth rate achieved in the microreactor 

(M-24) to growth in 250mL and 2L Erlenmeyer shake flasks (SF). 

RPM Media Vol (mL) n  µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

M-24 5 3 0.263+.018 2.64 0.986 13.68 @ 22.0 h 

M-24 5 3 0.305+.007 2.27 0.998 19.08 @ 22.0 h 

M-24 5 3 0.068+.022 10.22 0.820 2.15 @ 22.0 h 

SF (250mL) 50 3 0.300+.005 2.31 0.998 15.59 @ 28.0 h 

SF (2L) 200 3 0.305+.005 2.27 0.998 17.17 @ 28.0 h 

 

 

 

4.5.3 Microreactor Extra Histidine 

 The results from the preliminary growth experiment influenced the design of the 

extra histidine experiment.  Two plates were run one with BFM21* and one with BFM21* 

plus double the amount of histidine. The results were similar to the preliminary growth 

results in the fact that the extra histidine plate reached a higher maximum OD600 and the 

variability across the plate was higher, but the maximum specific growth rate was actually 

mailto:17.17@27.97
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higher in the BFM21* plate. The variability in row A was very high in the extra histidine 

plate and some of the wells reached OD600 values over 40 which may call into question the 

sampling and dilution technique used. During the experiment another phenomenon was 

observed, some wells reached significantly lower maximum OD600 values than other wells. 

For example in well A1 the maximum OD600 reached in both plates was less than half of the 

mean value across the plate. It was observed that in these wells the dissolved oxygen 

percentage reached 0% much earlier than the other wells. 

4.5.4 Microreactor Position Effect 

 

 The observation that cells did not grow consistently in all the 24 wells in a plate 

prompted the position effect study to determine which wells behaved consistently and 

which wells yielded variable growth data. The non-recombinant strain was grown in 

BFM21* in all 24 wells on a cassette using three cassettes. The fermentation used non-

enriched oxygen aeration. From the results of the position effect experiment using the Z-

score method for the final OD600 values, 11 wells out of 24 wells showed at least one OD600 

value significantly different than the mean OD600 value across the three fermentations - 

~46% of the wells. This means that there are only 13 wells out of 24 wells on a cassette that 

can be used without having to question the results. If only 13 wells can be used this greatly 

reduces the process development power of the microreactor for P. pastoris. The instrument 

should receive regular preventative maintenance to ensure the instrument is operating 

properly in order to minimize any well positon effect.  
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 Other ways to reduce well to well variability would be to maintain a consistent 

inoculation strategy for all 24 wells. Also, the addition of antifoam to the wells is important 

and if not done consistently can lead to variability. For P. pastoris fermentation the 24 well 

cassette can be used twice according to the preliminary testing done for the reusability of 

cassettes. The cassette was rinsed with DI water between uses. Perhaps a sanitizing solution 

can be used to increase the reusability of cassettes, but the sensors in the bottom of the 

plate are very sensitive and a mild sanitizing agent must be used. 

4.5.5 Microreactor Strain Comparison 

 The maximum OD600 values achieved in the 24 well plates for the HSA strain are 

significantly higher than the OD600 values for the non-recombinant strain, although a 

notable drop in the maximum specific growth rate was seen for the HSA expressing strain. 

This strain comparison again suggests that higher concentrations of histidine should be used 

in the non-recombinant strain fermentations. The system after PM seems to be receiving 

increased air flow. This may be a result of the new gaskets installed providing a better seal 

to prevent gas loss. This high dissolved oxygen concentration could inhibit the growth of the 

HSA strain. The evolution of bubbles was observed in all the wells. 

 From literature a fed-batch method was used to obtain a wet cell weight of 278 g/L 

in a Pall Micro 24 system (Isset, 2007). This cell density was achieved with a ISA strain of P. 

pastoris from Merck with: the following fermentation parameters: 800 rpm agitation 24oC, 

pH 6.5, DO controlled at 20%.  
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Figure 4.30  Pichia pastoris ISA profiles for dissolved oxygen and pH, and corresponding 

sparge flow rates (O2, NH3) for m-24 cultivation (Isset, 2007). 

 
 
 
A buffered minimal glycerol yeast extract was the media used for the fermentation. 

Substrates were added to the fermentation after the glycerol batch phase when the DO 

spiked (Isset, 2007). Assuming 80% of cell mass is water, the drying of a cell would leave 

20% percent of its weight. So an estimation of dry cell weight could be made by dividing wet 

cell wet by a factor of 5. The estimated dry cell weight from this literature report would be 

55.6 g/L. The highest averaged OD600 value from the HSA strain was 43.3 and the highest 

average OD600 value for the non-recombinant strain was 19.1. These values can be 

converted to dry cell weight using the OD600 and dry cell weight correlation. The dry weight 
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for the HSA strain is 22.6 and the dry cell weight for the non-recombinant strain is 9.99. It is 

evident that fed-batch fermentation yields higher cell densities.  An averaged dry cell 

weight of 101 g/L was achieved in the 30L bioreactor with cascade control and oxygen 

enrichment in the thesis project. This may indicate that the microreactor system will be 

limited by its OTR, but since different culture conditions and strains were used in what was 

reported in literature and the fermentations for this project it is difficult to pinpoint a single 

factor. 

4.5.6 HSA Strain Position Effect After Servicing 

 After servicing the results were more consistent for position effect in terms of the 

final OD600 values. The average values of the final OD600 reached in the three fermentations 

were 43.3, 39.7 and 42.3 respectively. Only two wells showed values significantly different 

than the mean and that was only in the first position effect experiment. The second position 

effect experiment (first re-use of the plate) yielded no wells that were significantly different 

than the mean, although there was variability in the growth observed in the second position 

effect experiment. Much of this variability came from row A where growth was somewhat 

erratic and wells A3, A5, and A6 had higher final OD600 values during the beginning of the 

fermentation. The rest of the wells on the cassette showed fairly normal growth curves. 
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Table 4.23  Fermentation results for the position effect experiments before and after 

servicing (AS). 

Trial# Avg OD STD Adj Avg OD Adj STD 

PE 1  7.52 2.23 8.48 0.83 

PE 2 8.94 2.12 10.20 1.16 

PE 3 8.31 1.98 9.34 1.13 

PE 1 (AS) 43.30 4.80 43.73 4.40 

PE 2 (AS) 39.73 4.23 N/A N/A 

PE 3 (AS) 42.33 9.86 N/A N/A 

 

 

 

 The third position effect experiment yielded smoother growth curves compared to 

the second position effect data, but the final OD600 values were much more variable. The 

OD600 values in the first 12 wells (A1-B6) had an average value of 51.6 and a standard 

deviation of less than three. The OD600 values of the last 12 wells (C1-D6) had an average 

value of 33.1 and a standard deviation less than four. Averaged together the final OD600 

value of the whole cassette is 42.3 but the standard deviation is 9.86 or 23%. 

 The high final OD600 values observed in wells A3, A5 and A6 in the second and third 

position effect fermentations could be due to the addition of extra inoculum in the wells 

during inoculation. However, this seems unlikely because the phenomenon happened 

across two separate fermentations and no wells were left without inoculum. A second 

theory is that these wells were not receiving as much oxygen as the other wells. Pure 

oxygen was being sparged into the wells at 4vvm which considerably reduced the maximum 
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specific growth rate compared to when non-oxygen-enriched air was used. If oxygen flow 

was being limited to these wells, the dissolved oxygen concentrations would not be as high 

and the maximum specific growth rate would increase allowing the final OD600 values in 

these wells to be higher. 

 The results from the third position effect experiment are very interesting, because 

this was not observed over any of the other position effect experiments. Possibly the cells 

could have started dying due to oxygen starvation in the wells or cuvettes during sampling 

or the cells could have settled to the bottom of the well during the sampling procedure, or 

it might be some effect of reusing the cassette for a third fermentation. The most 

interesting observation was that the results are split perfectly between the first 12 wells 

and the last 12 wells; it is unexpected that the factors or errors mentioned would yield 

results so evenly distributed across exactly one-half of the plate. 

  During the position effect experiment after servicing the same cassette was used for 

three fermentations (rinsed and re-used twice) in order to evaluate reducing costs by re-

using the plates. This is significant because these single use disposable cassettes are very 

expensive. These cassettes come in cases of six that cost approximately $2,100 dollars that 

is $350 dollars for a cassette ($14.58 per well). If the same cassette can be used for three 

fermentations (72 experiments) the cost per well will be reduced to <$5.00. 
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4.6 Conclusion 

 The highest kLa values in the microreactor can be achieved atreduced media 

volumes, high agitation rates with high aeration rates. The A caps provide the highest kLa 

values compared to D caps and milk filter disk closures. The 24 well microreactor system 

can support rapid growth of P. pastoris to high final OD600. Table 4.24 reviews the 

fermentation data in shake flasks and the microreactor. 

 

 

Table 4.24  OD600 values and maximum specific growth rates achieved in shake flasks and 

the microreactor during this project. The highlighted values represent for the HSA secreting 

strain, while the non-highlighted values represent the non-recombinant strain. 

RPM Media Vol (mL) n  µmax+dev (h
-1

) generation time (h) r
2
 Max OD600 & Time 

800 5 3 0.263+.018 2.64 0.986 13.68 @ 22.0 h 

800 5 3 0.305+.007 2.27 0.998 19.08 @ 22.0 h 

800 5 3 0.068+.022 10.22 0.820 2.15 @ 22.0 h 

800 5 3 0.210+.005 3.30 0.996 45.95 @ 47.60 h 

400 50 3 0.300+.005 2.31 0.998 15.59 @ 28.0 h 

400 50 3 0.284 + .009 2.44 0.996 29.48 @ 38.27 h 

400 200 3 0.305+.005 2.27 0.998 17.17 @ 28.0 h 

400 200 3 0.291 + .001 2.38 0.994 32.01 @ 28.52 h 

 
 

 

 

Increased histidine yields higher OD600 values in the non-recombinant strain, but also  

increases variability in microwell fermentations. The position effect experiment analyzed by 

Z-score revealed several wells that resulted in variable fermentation results. The strain 

mailto:17.17@27.97
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comparison data reveals that increased histidine concentration may yield higher final OD600 

values for growth with the non-recombinant strain. The HSA strain can achieve high cell 

densities on the BFM21* minus glycerol in the microreactor. The servicing of the 

microreactor reduced the variability seen in the dissolved oxygen profiles and seems to 

have increased the efficiency of gas supply to the system, but the system’s response to 

changes in dissolved oxygen concentration is still very slow so a kLa determination after 

servicing could not be established. From the three fermentations after PM based on the 

final OD600 values there are only two wells that have values significantly different than the 

mean, although the large standard deviation in the third fermentation makes it difficult to 

compare that data to the first two fermentations.  More data is needed. 

 Because of the slow response to dissolved oxygen it is recommended that the 

microreactor system should not be used for further Pichia fermentation experiments until 

these difficulties can be resolved and the position effect can be minimized. Dissolved 

oxygen is an important parameter in fermentation and if the control of dissolved oxygen is 

questionable it will affect fermentation process/medium development results and it will be 

difficult to transfer those DO conditions to the 30L bioreactor, which will lead to wasted 

time and resources. The variability increased dramatically during the third use of the same 

cassette, while this may be due to sampling, settling out of cells, or another phenomenon.  

However this cassette was only rinsed with DI water, and further experimentation is needed 

determine how many times a plate can be reused.  
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CHAPTER 5 30L Experiments 

5.1 Introduction 

The 30L bioreactor used for this project is a Biostat® C-DCU3 from Sartorius. This system has 

been outfitted with many features as can be seen in Figure 5.1. Some of the modifications 

from the original system include the addition of an autosampler (Seg-Flow®) with an 

integrated cell free sampling probe (FISP®), a bioanalyzer  (YSI 7100 MBS™) and the addition 

of an integrated dissolved methanol probe. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1  30L bioreactor system and features (Sigmon, 2013) 
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The basic features of the Biostat® C-DCU3 30L bioreactor are a height to diameter ratio of 

2:2:1, a ring sparger at the bottom of the reactor, four baffles, two 11.4cm diameter Ruston 

impellers and a working volume of 30L (Figure 5.2). The dimensions of the 30L system can 

be seen in Table 5.1. 

 

 

Figure 5.2 The 30L bioreactor dimensions (Sigmon, 2013) 
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Table 5.1  Dimensions of the 30L bioreactor (Sigmon, 2013) 

  

 

 

 The Seg-Flow® system (Figure 5.3) is used to provide automatic sampling and the 

samples can be collected at specified time intervals. Samples are collected with the FISP® 

probe which is a small, tube-shaped, sterilizable 316 stainless steel carrier surrounded by a 

tubular, micro-porous ceramic membrane (Flonamics, 2013). The samples collected by the 

Seg-Flow® system are sent to the YSI to be analyzed. The YSI (Figure 5.3) is capable of 

measuring the concentration of different analytes in solution by using enzymatic reactions. 

The YSI module in this project is used to measure the amount of glycerol left in the media 

during fermentation. 
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Figure 5.3  Seg-Flow system (left) and YSI bioanalyzer (right) (Sigmon, 2013). 

 

 

5.2 Purpose of 30L Bioreactor Experiments 

The purpose of 30L experiments was to test if the media and methods used for shake flask 

growth of Pichia could be duplicated in the 30L bioreactor in batch mode fermention and to 

achieve high cell densities using fed-batch fermentation methods. 

5.3 Experimental Methods 

5.3.1 30L Inoculation 

 A 1L inoculum transfer bottle was prepared by placing a two port transfer cap on a 

1L bottle. A 0.22 micron filter was placed on one of the ports with size 16 weld-able tubing. 

A dip tube was placed on the bottom of the opposite port. A three foot length of weld-able 
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tubing was connected to the top of this port. A sanitary valve was also prepared by 

attaching a three foot length of weld-able tubing. All free ended tubing was covered with 

autoclave paper. The free end of the sanitary valve was also covered with autoclave paper. 

The bottle and the valve were then both autoclaved. BFM21* (20L) was placed inside the 

30L bioreactor and the vessel and connected tubing was sterilized by an automated SIP 

cycle. After the autoclave and SIP cycles were complete, the sanitary valve was connected 

to 30L bioreactor. Two sterile 2L shake flasks were prepared and 200mL BFM21*was added 

to each flask. Two cryovials were thawed by hand and 1mL was used to inoculate each flask. 

The flasks were incubated at 30oC and 400rpm for 18 hours. After 18 hours the inoculum 

was quickly transferred from the 2L shake flasks into the 1L transfer bottle inside a biosafety 

cabinet. After the transfer, the bottle was quickly closed and placed on a pre-warmed stir 

plate at 30oC. The three foot length of tubing was then welded to the length of tubing on 

the sanitary valve. After welding was complete the inoculum was pumped into the 

bioreactor and fermentation could begin. 

5.3.2 30L kLa 

 The same sodium sulfite method used in the microreactor was used for the kLa 

determination in the 30L bioreactor. The aeration rate was set to 1vvm CCA with the ring 

sparger. One of the main differences in determining the kLa in the microreactor versus the 

30L bioreactor is that in the 30L bioreactor a dissolved oxygen probe was used. This probe 

had to be calibrated before use for each kLa determination. Cobalt chloride (0.01M) was 
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then added at a concentration of 0.1% and allowed to mix for 1 minute. Next, sodium sulfite 

was added at a concentration 3g/L. The time it took oxygen to replenish in the system was 

calculated and used to determine kLa. kLa was determined in 20L and 30L of DI water at 

30oC and agitation rates of 400rpm, 600rpm, 675rpm, 750rpm, 825rpm, 900rpm and 

1000rpm. 

5.3.3 30L Media 

 The media used for the 30L fermentations was similar to the BFM21* used in the 

shake flask studies. The media was made at a 20L scale instead of a 1L or 2L scale. The 

major difference in the 30L media is the addition of antifoam to the media formulation 

(Table 5.2).  
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Table 5.2  Media composition for 30L bioreactor fermentations 

BFM21* 

H3PO4 (85%) 3.5mL 

CaSO4 0.12g 

K2SO4 2.4g 

MgSO4·7H2O 1.95g 

KOH 0.65 g 

Sodium Citrate 2.94g 

(NH4)2SO4 5.00g 

NaOH 1.53g 

Glycerol 40g 

1.0M Acetate Buffer 40mL 

PTM4 4.35mL 

Histidine 0.04g/L 

204 Antifoam 0.2mL/L 
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The fed-batch fermentations involved additions of concentrated media feeds. The media 

components in these additions were concentrated by a factor of 10, so that larger volumes 

of media additions could be avoided (Table 5.3). 

 

 

Table 5.3  Concentrated media feed composition for fed-batch fermentation. 

Concentrated Feed 

Glycerol 400g/L 

(NH4)2SO4 50g/L 

PTM4 43.5mL/L 

Histidine 0.40g/L 

 
 

5.3.4 Batch Fermentation 

 The batch fermentation process started with the inoculum method already 

described in 5.3.1. The 30L bioreactor system was run at 30oC, with 600rpm agitation and 

an aeration rate of 1vvm of CCA. The DO set point was set to 30% and maintained using 

cascade control. There was no pH control for the first batch mode fermentations because 

flask shake conditions were being emulated. The fermentations were allowed to grow until 

the stationary phase of growth was reached. 
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5.3.5 Fed-Batch Fermentation 

 The fed-batch fermentations were run the same way as the batch fermentations, 

except that bolus additions of concentrated feed media were added manually throughout 

the fermentation and the pH was controlled with concentrated NaOH. Samples were taken 

by the Seg-Flow system and the glycerol concentration was analyzed on the YSI. Media feed 

additions were made when the glycerol concentration was below 30 g/L. 

5.3.6 Fed-Batch Fermentation with Oxygen Enrichment 

 The fed-batch fermentations with oxygen enrichment were run the same way as the 

fed-batch fermentations, except that the DO was maintained at 30% oxygen using cascade 

control with enriched oxygen. 

5.3.6 30L Data Analysis 

 The same data analysis techniques used in the shake flask experiments were used to 

analyze the 30L data. 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 kLa Comparison between Micro-24 and 30L Bioreactor 

 Figure 5.4 shows the kLa values calculated for the 30L bioreactor and the 24 well 

microreactor. The results for the 30L bioreactor follow the same trend as the results for the 

microreactor; kLa is increased with increased agitation and reduced media volumes. The 

aeration rate was not changed for the 30L kLa experiments in comparison to the two 
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aeration rates used in the microreactor experimentation, but an enriched oxygen supply 

was used and that yielded the highest kLa values. The 30L bioreactor has higher kLa values 

than the microreactor, although the highest kLa values in the microreactor 4vvm and 5mL 

experiment overlap with the lowest kLa values of the 1vvm and 30L experiment. 
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Figure 5.4  Comparison of the kLa values for the microreactor and the 30L bioreactor. 
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5.4.2 Batch Mode  

 Figure 5.5 shows three growth curves (runs 3, 4 and 6) of GS115 mut+ his4- on 

BFM21* in the 30L bioreactor run in batch mode. Run 4 had the highest OD600 value reached 

at 12.26 and also had the highest specific growth rate. Runs 3 and 6 were very similar 

yielding OD600 values of just under 10. The average maximum OD600 reached across the 

fermentations was 10.54+1.50. The average specific growth rate across the fermentations 

was 0.267+.003.  
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Figure 5.5  Three batch phase fermentations run in the 30L bioreactor on BFM21* 
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Figure 5.6  High cell density fed-batch fermentation on BFM21* media (Sigmon, 2013). 
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fermentation and near the end of fermentation the aeration rate and agitation rate were 

insufficient and the dissolved oxygen percentage fell below the 30% set point. The glycerol 

profile shows that at the end of the fermentation, when cell densities were high, glycerol 

was consumed at a high rate and media additions were needed every few hours. 

5.4.4 Fed-Batch Mode with Enriched Oxygen  

Figure 5.7 shows the impact of using cascade control with enriched oxygen versus fixed DO 

control. The maximum OD600 reached in the fixed DO control fermentations was 137 while 

an OD600 of 193 was achieved using cascade control with enriched oxygen.  
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Figure 5.7  Comparison of cascade control to fixed agitation and aeration. (Sigmon, 2013). 
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Figure 5.8 shows the averaged values of three fermentations that used cascade control with 

enriched oxygen. The maximum OD600 achieved was 192.0+42.0. The maximum specific 

growth rate was 0.254 h-1. 

 
 
 

 

Figure 5.8  Growth curve of P. pastoris fermentation in 30L using cascade control with 

enriched oxygen (Sigmon, 2013). 
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5.5 Discussion 

5.5.1 kLa Results 

 The kLa results from the 30L bioreactor follow the same trend as the microreactor 

results. Increased aeration rate, increased agitation rate, and reduced media volume 

increase kLa. Oxygen enriched aeration is an effective way to increase kLa. The kLa results 

indicate that the 30L bioreactor can provide more dissolved oxygen to a fermentation in a 

given time than the microreactor can. This is because the 30L system delivers more power 

to disperse the gas in the liquid. The use of impellers over a ring sparger that disrupts the 

rising air bubbles into smaller air bubbles, which increases the interfacial surface area over 

which gas can dissolve into the liquid phase.   

 5.5.2 Batch Mode 

 The batch mode fermentations showed similar maximum specific growth rates and 

final OD600 values to that seen in shake flasks, although the maximum OD600 values for run 3 

and 6 were a bit low. This may be because the SIP cycle affected the media in a different 

way due to the autoclave cycle. Also, this part of the project was done while the 30L 

inoculation method was being developed. Cells may have been dying in the inoculation 

bottle due to oxygen starvation. Later in the project a rapid, robust inoculation method was 

developed. 
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5.5.3 Fed-Batch Mode 

 A major goal of the project was to reach high cell density in a fed-batch 

fermentation. Initially the target of the project was to achieve an OD600 value of 100 in the 

30L bioreactor. The yield determinations allowed for predicting the amount of media 

components needed to achieve an OD600 of >100. For example the linear equation 

generated in the cell yield on glycerol experiment can be used to determine how much 

glycerol is needed to reach an OD600 value of 100. The same was done for ammonium 

sulfate and histidine and an OD600 value over 100 was reached during the course of the 

project (fig. 5.6). 

 The fed-batch fermentation yielded an OD600 value that was 10 times higher than 

the highest OD600 values obtained in shake flasks and 6 times higher than the highest DO600 

values in the microreactor for the mut+ his4- strain. Compared to the average batch 

fermentation final OD600 value, the fed-batch final OD600 value is almost 20 times greater. 

From the dissolved oxygen profile it appears that the cells ran out of oxygen, so oxygen 

enrichment may be able to increase the OD600 value even further. The rate of media 

additions was increased significantly when high cell densities were reached. To simplify the 

feeding strategy the media feed could be further concentrated or an automated system for 

media additions could be implemented. 
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5.4.3 Fed-Batch Mode with Enriched Oxygen 

 The use of enriched oxygen increased the maximum OD600 reached; the highest 

OD600 value reached during the triplicate fermentations was 219, with an averaged 

maximum OD600 of 192.  Oxygen does not appear to be exhausted during fermentation 

according to the DO profile from the enriched oxygen fermentation, although the system 

appeared to have some trouble maintaining the 30% set point after 30 hours. The 

fermentation may have stopped growing because nutrients could not be added rapidly 

enough to maintain cellular growth at very high cell densities or a cell density was reached 

where too many cells were present in a given volume and were beginning to interfere with 

each other’s growth.  

 Literature cites cell densities of 130 g/L dry cell weight being achieved with P. 

pastoris fermentation (Athmaram, 2012). According to the OD600 and dry cell weight 

correlation a dry cell weight of 130 g/L corresponds to an OD600 of 265. The highest OD600 

value achieved in this project so far is 219.  Further experimentation with different strains 

and feed strategies may result in higher cell densities. 

5.6 Conclusions 

 As anticipated, higher kLa values were obtained in the 30L bioreactor system than 

the microreactor with the highest values being achieved with oxygen enrichment. In the 

batch mode fermentations growth was similar to shake flask growth so BFM21* was shown 

to be a useful medium in the 30L bioreactor and in shake flasks. Using a fed-batch 
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fermentation method resulted in greatly increased cellular densities. The use of oxygen 

enrichment resulted in even higher OD600 values, because the dissolved oxygen percentage 

over the fermentation didn’t reached 0%. Using fed-batch fermentation and oxygen 

enrichment it was possible to achieve OD600 values over 200 for the non-recombinant strain. 

The feeding strategy at high cell densities becomes very demanding so automation or more 

concentrated feeds could simplify things. 
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CHAPTER 6 Future Work 

6.1 Protein Expression 

 The growth of two P. pastoris strains have been tested in a microbioreactor, two 

scales of shake flasks and a 30 liter fed-batch bioreactor. The next step is to optimize 

expression of a recombinant protein such as human serum albumin (HSA). The induction 

method will play a large role in whether efficient protein expression is achieved. As the 

inducer, methanol concentration is important as evidenced by the methanol yield results. 

This is especially important because the methanol data generated was for a mut+ strain and 

the strain that expresses HSA protein is muts, so methanol will be utilized much more slowly 

on the muts strain. Enough methanol needs to be added to induce the expression, but too 

much methanol will inhibit cellular growth and may cause cellular toxicity. Also, 

transitioning from glycerol as the main carbon source to methanol is critical, because if the 

glycerol concentration is too high the AOX promoter will be repressed yielding low protein 

expression. 

 Initial induction testing should be done in shake flasks to test if the protein HSA can 

be expressed and detected using the HSA GS115 muts his4+ strain. If successful protein 

expression can be achieved in shake flasks, other factors can be optimized to achieve high 

levels of protein expression. Induction temperature, induction pH, methanol concentration, 

and glycerol transition method are all factors that could be tested. Currently the 

microreactor system will not generate reliable data because of high levels of variability; 
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therefore other systems must be evaluated. These factors could be tested in a 2L 

bioreactor, another microreactor system, or the Micro 24 from Pall could receive more 

extensive maintenance to minimize the well-to-well variability. The optimized conditions 

can then be used in the 30L bioreactor. Eventually the fed-batch 30L fermentations can be 

automated to simplify the process of medium addition. 

 Additionally development of an at-line analytical assay for determination of protein 

concentration in the 30L during fermentation is needed. This would actually help with the 

development of the methanol induction method, because results of the induction could be 

seen during the fermentation. Pendotech advocates that has instrumentation that can 

detect protein based on UV absorbance. The next step is to test and optimize this 

equipment for HSA expression. Also, other strains of P. pastoris can be test for high yield. 

 In this project methods for growth in shake flasks, a microreactor and a 30L 

bioreactor were developed. The next step is to develop methods for expressing high levels 

of protein in these systems and methods to test if protein expression was achieved. 
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Appendix A: Preparing Working Cryostocks of Pichia pastoris 
1. PURPOSE: 

1.1. This procedure provides directions on how to create a working cryostock with 

GS 115 P. pastoris (his4-, mut+).  

  

2. SCOPE: 
2.1. This procedure applies to all Operations staff, faculty, students and other 

BTEC staff. 

 

3. DEFINITIONS: 

3.1. Cryostock  A frozen stock of P. pastoris culture used for inoculation. 

 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES: 
4.1. All students or BTEC staff attempting to prepare a cryostock with P. pastoris 

are responsible for following the established procedures. 

 

5. SAFETY: 

5.1. Follow all general lab safety procedures  

5.2. Follow all safety procedures listed in SOPs related to a material, tools or 

equipment in question.  

 

6. MATERIALS: 

6.1. CuSO4:5H2O 

6.2. NaI 

6.3. MnSO4 

6.4. Na2MoO4:2H2O 

6.5. H3BO3 

6.6. CoCl2 

6.7. ZnCl2 

6.8. FeSO4:7H2O 

6.9. Biotin 

6.10. H2SO4 

6.11. DI water 
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6.12. H3PO4 

6.13. CaSO4 

6.14. K2SO4 

6.15. MgSO4:7H2O 

6.16. KOH 

6.17. Sodium Citrate 

6.18. Ammonium Sulfate 

6.19. NaOH 

6.20. Sodium Acetate  

6.21. Glacial Acetic Acid 

6.22. Glycerol 

6.23. 70% Ethanol 

6.24. 5ml serological pipet 

6.25. 50ml serological pipet 

6.26. Pipet Aid 

6.27. Sterile 250ml shake flask 

6.28. Shaker Incubator 

6.29. Freezer box 

6.30. Biosafety Cabinet 

6.31. YPD  

6.32. YPD 10% 

6.33. 1L Bottle 

6.34. Agar 

6.35. Centrifuge 

6.36. 2ml Corning Polypropylene Cryovials 

6.37. 0.2 mircon Nalgene bottle top filter 

6.38. 50ml falcon tube 

6.39. 20-200μl pipet 

6.40. 100-1000μl pipet 

6.41. 250ml Beaker 

6.42. Sterile gloves 

6.43. Sterile sleeves 

6.44. 1.5ml Tube Block 

6.45. Spectrophotometer 

 

7. MEDIA PREPARATION PROCEDURE: 

7.1. Prepare PTM4 trace metal solution in a beaker (250ml) 

7.1.1. Add ~125ml of DI water in to the beaker with a stir bar
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7.1.2. Add 1275μL of H2SO4 with agitation 

7.1.3. Add 0.500g CuSO4:5H2O with agitation 

7.1.4. Add 0.020g NaI with agitation 

7.1.5. Add 0.750g MnSO4 with agitation 

7.1.6. Add 0.050g Na2MoO4:2H20 with agitation 

7.1.7. Add 0.005g H3BO3 with agitation 

7.1.8. Add 0.125g CoCl2 with agitation 

7.1.9. Add 1.675g ZnCl2 with agitation 

7.1.10. Add 5.400g FeSO4 with agitation 

7.1.11. Add 0.050g Biotin with agitation 

7.2.  Mix until all the solution is clear. 

7.3.  Sterile filter solution with a 0.2 micron filter in a sterile 250ml container and store 

at room temperature. 

7.4.  Prepare a concentrated L-histidine solution 

7.4.1.   Add 0.400g of L-histidine in 100ml of DI water and mix 

7.4.2.    Sterile filter the histidine solution with a 0.2 micron filter into a sterile 

bottle 

7.5  Prepare 1.0M Acetate Buffer 

 7.5.1 Fill a 1L bottle with approximately 500mLs of DI water 

 7.5.2 Add 82.0g of sodium acetate to the bottle with agitation 

 7.5.3 After the sodium acetate is completely dissolved fill the bottle to volume 

 7.5.4 Fill another 1L bottle with approximately 500mLs of DI water 

 7.5.5 Add 57.24mLs of glacial acetic acid to the bottle under a chemical hood 

 7.5.6 After mixing the water acetic acid fill the bottle to volume. 

 7.5.7 Obtain a third 1L bottle add 640mLs from the sodium acetate bottle 

 7.5.8 Add 360 from the glacial acetic acid bottle and mix the solution 

7.6.  Prepare BFM21* in a 1L bottle 

 7.6.1.  Add ~500ml of DI water to the 1L bottle with a stir bar 

 7.6.2.  Add 3.5ml of 85% H3PO4 with agitation 

 7.6.3.  Add 0.119g CaSO4 with agitation 

 7.6.4.  Add 2.400g K2SO4 with agitation 

 7.6.5.  Add 1.950g MgSO4:7H2O with agitation 

 7.6.6.  Add 0.650g KOH with agitation 

 7.6.7.  Add 2.940g Sodium Citrate with agitation 

 7.6.8.  Add 5.000g Ammonium Sulfate with agitation 

 7.6.9.  Add 1.537g NaOH with agitation 

 7.6.10.  Add 31.75ml Glycerol agitation 

 7.6.11. Add 40ml 1.0M Acetate Buffer with agitation 
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7.7  Autoclave media for a 20 min cycle at 121
o
C 

7.8  Allow media to cool then add 4.35ml of PTM4 

7.9  Add 10ml of histidine solution 

7.10  Prepare YPD agar plates 

 7.10.1. Add ~600ml of DI water in a 1L bottle with a stir bar 

 7.10.2. Add 50.0g of YPD broth powder with agitation 

 7.10.3. Fill solution to a volume of 999ml in a graduated cylinder  

 7.10.4. Add 15.0 grams of agar 

 7.10.5. Place the solution back in the 1L bottle and autoclave for 20 minutes at 

121
o
C 

 7.10.6. Pour the warm agar solution into sterile plates before the agar solidifies 

 

8. CRYOSTOCK PROCEDURE: 

8.1. Prepare a sterile 250ml shake flask and aseptically transfer in 50mls of YPD 

media into the flask. 

8.2. Obtain a cryovial from a previously made cryostock and thaw by hand for 7 

minutes or until the vial no longer feels cold to the touch.  

8.3. Use the cryovial to T-streak the YPD agar plate. 

8.3.1. Place plate and cryovial into the biosafety hood  

8.3.2. Open cryovial and insert a sterile disposable inoculation loop 

8.3.3. Stir the contents of the cryovial 

8.3.4. Divide the YPD agar plate into three regions mentally or mark regions on 

the outside of the plate with a marker. 

8.3.5. Open the YPD agar plate by holding the lid at a 45
o
 angle 

8.3.6. Lightly place the inoculation loop on the outer rim of the agar in the first 

region 

8.3.7. Streak region by lightly running the inoculation loop in an up and down 

fashion that fills the first region. 

8.3.8. Dispose of inoculation loop and obtain a new one. 

8.3.9. Lightly run the new inoculation loop over a small portion of previously 

streaked region near the end of the streaking pattern then streak the 

second region. 

8.3.10. Dispose of inoculation loop and obtain a new one 

8.3.11.  Lightly run the new inoculation loop over a small portion of previously 

streaked region near the end of the streaking pattern then streak the third 

region. 

8.3.12. Incubate the cells at 30
o
C for 48-72 hours   

8.4. .
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8.5. Take an isolated colony from the YPD agar plate for the flask and use to inoculate 

the flask containing 50ml of YPD.    

8.6. Incubate the inoculated shake flasks at 30
o
C and 400rpm until an OD of 5 to 10 is 

reached. 

8.7. The culture is then transferred and combined in a sterile 50ml centrifuge tube and 

centrifuged at 2500rpm for 5minutes. 

8.8. After the cells form a pellet the supernatant is poured off in a beaker under the 

biosafety cabinet. 

The cells are resuspended into 60mls of YPD with 10% glycerol by vortexing 

8.9. A bag of 50 2ml cryovials was obtained along with two pairs of sterile gloves, a 

pair of sterile sleeves and a 1.5ml tube block. 

8.10. Spray the working area of the biosafety hood with 70% ethanol and wipe it down 

with chem. wipes. 

8.11.  Spray down the bag of cryovials, sterile gloves, sterile sleeves and tube block 

with 70% ethanol then place all of the items in the biosafety cabinet. 

8.12. Put on the first pair of sterile gloves, then put on the sterile sleeves and then put 

on the second pair of sterile gloves making sure there is no exposed skin on the 

arm or wrist. 

8.13. Open the bag of cryovials and place them into the tube block bottoms first making 

sure that this at least one space between cryovials in each direction. 

8.14. Unscrew the lids of the cryovials starting in the middle of the top row and moving 

outward then down to the next row. 

8.15. After all the lids have been removed, the cells in the shake flask are well agitated 

and 1ml of culture is dispensed in the cryovials with a 5ml serological pipet, with 

periodic agitation of the shake flask. 

8.16. After all the cryovials are filled, the lids are up back on starting on the outside 

bottom row moving toward the middle then up. 

8.17. The cryovials are placed inside a freezer box and stored at -80
o
C 

8.18. Dispose of any waste material and clean dirty glassware. 

8.19. The cryostock must be appropriately labeled and stored in the correct location 

(Refer to SOP: AN-016, Bacterial Working Cell Bank Inventory).   

9. Media Adaptation  

9.1. Streak a YPD plate using the same method used in the previous section.  

9.2. Incubate the plate at 30
o
C for 48-72 hours. 

9.3. Prepare a 250ml culture as described in the previous section in YPD.  

9.4. Create a cryostock on YPD and 10% glycerol as described in the previous section 

9.5. Prepare a sterile 250ml shake flask and fill with 50ml of BFM21*. 

9.6. Thaw a cryovial from the YPD and 10% glycerol cryostock.
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9.7. Inoculate shake flask with 200µL from the cryovial. 

9.8. Incubate the flask at 30
o
C with 400rpm until an OD600 of 5 to 10 is reached (The 

time to reach this OD600 range will be longer than on YPD). 

9.9. Prepare a cryostock using BFM21* media using the same methods used in the 

previous section (BFM21* as glycerol so the media does not need to be 

supplemented with glycerol. 

10. Cryostock Viability Testing/Contamination Testing (Post Freeze)  

10.1. Allow the cryovials to sit in the -80
o
C for 2 days. 

10.1.1. Take the cryovial labeled for viability testing and thaw the vial for seven 

minutes by hand or until the vial no longer feels cold. 

Plate a YPD plate with and incubate at 30oC for 48 hour 

10.2. Check plate for single colonies of P. pastoris and any contaminating colonies of 

different color or shape. 

10.2.1. If the colony is free of contamination the cryostock can be used for 

further experimentation. 

10.2.2. If the colony is contaminated the cyrostock must be disposed of in a 

biohazard waste container.  

 

11. References 

11.1. SOP: AN-016, Bacterial Working Cell Bank Inventory 
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Appendix B: Shake Flask (250ml and 2L) Inoculation with Pichia pastoris 
1. PURPOSE: 

1.1. This procedure details how to inoculate a 250ml and 2L shake flasks with P. 

pastoris. 

  

2. SCOPE: 
2.1. This procedure applies to all Operations staff, faculty, students and other BTEC 

staff. 

 

3. DEFINITIONS: 
3.1. N/A 

 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES: 
4.1. All students or BTEC staff who are attempting to inoculate 250ml shake flasks 

and 2L shake flasks with P. pastoris(BTEC 007)  are responsible for following 

the established procedures. 

 

5. SAFETY: 

5.1. Follow all general lab safety procedures  

5.2. Follow all safety procedures listed in SOPs related to a material, tools or 

equipment in question.  

 

6. MATERIALS: 

6.1. 250ml shake flasks 

6.2. 2L shake flasks 

6.3. Autoclave 

6.4. Milk Filter Disks 

6.5. Autoclave Tape 

6.6. Incubator Shaker 

6.7. Frozen Cryostock 

6.8. Pipettes 
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6.9. BFM21* 

6.10. Spectrophotometer 

6.11. Cuvettes 

 

7. INOCULATION OF 250ml SHAKE FLASK: 

7.1. Obtain a 250ml shake flask. 

7.2. Cover the top of the flask with 2 milk filter disks. 

7.3. Secure milk filter disks with autoclave tape. 

7.4. Place the covered flask in an autoclave. 

7.5. Sterilize flask with a Gravity 20 cycle on the autoclave. 

7.6. Pippette 50ml of BFM21* into the flask (Refer to SOP: Preparing Working 

Cryostocks of Pichia pastoris). 

7.7. Obtain a cryovial and thaw by hand until the cryovial no longer feels cold. 

7.8. Mix contents of the cryovials by pipetting up and down. 

7.9. Inoculate the 250ml shake flask with 200μl from the cryovial. 

7.10. Incubate the 250ml shake flask at 30
o
C and 400rpm. 

8. SAMPLING OF 250mL SHAKE FLASK: 

8.1. Stop the shaker incubator and remove the flask(s) 

8.2. Take the flask(s) into the biosafety cabinet . 

 

 

9. INOCULATION OF 2L SHAKE FLASK: 

9.1. Obtain a 2L shake flask. 

9.2. Cover the top of the flask with 2 milk filter disks. 

9.3. Secure milk filter disks with autoclave tape. 

9.4. Place the covered flask in an autoclave. 

9.5. Sterilize flask with a Gravity 20 cycle on the autoclave 

9.6. Pippette 200ml of BFM21* into the flask (Refer to SOP: Preparing Working 

Cryostocks of Pichia pastoris). 

9.7. Obtain a cryovial and thaw by hand until the cryovial no longer feels cold. 

9.8. Mix contents of the cryovials by pipetting up and down. 

9.9. Inoculate the 2L shake flask with 1000μl from the cryovial. 

9.10. Incubate the 2L shake flask at 30
o
C and 400rpm.   

10. References 

10.1. SOP: Preparing Working Cryostocks of Pichia pastoris
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Appendix C: Microbioreact kLa determination using Modified Sulfite Oxidation 
PURPOSE: 

1.1. This procedure details how determine kLa in the 24 well cassette Pall 

microbioreactor. 

  

2. SCOPE: 
2.1. This procedure applies to all Operations staff, faculty, students and other BTEC 

staff who are trying to determine kLa on the microbioreactor. 

 

3. DEFINITIONS: 
3.1. DO: dissolved oxygen 

3.2. kLa: a term that combines the gas-liquid interfacial area (a) and the liquid film 

mass transfer coefficient (kL) of a system. kLa indicates the oxygen mass transfer 

in a system. 

3.3. Modified Sulfite Oxidation: a reaction between sodium sulfite and cobalt 

chloride is timed to determine kLa. 

 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES: 
4.1. All students or BTEC staff who are attempting to determine kLa in the Pall 

microbioreactor are responsible for following the established procedures. 

 

5. SAFETY: 

5.1. Follow all general lab safety procedures  

5.2. Follow all safety procedures listed in SOPs related to a material, tools or 

equipment in question.  

 

6. MATERIALS: 

6.1. Microbioreactor system 

6.2. Computer 

6.3. Microbioreactor control software 

6.4. 24 well cassette 

6.5. Caps appropriate for cell culture or microbial culture
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6.6. 10ml Pipet 

6.7. Pipet aid 

6.8. 0.01 M cobalt chloride 

6.9. Sodium Sulfite 

6.10. Pipet 

6.11. Pipet tips 

 

7. kLa DETERMINATION MICROBIOREACTOR SOFTWARE PROCEDURE: 

7.1. Turn the computer on. 

7.2. Turn the microbioreactor on. 

7.3. Make sure all gas lines are attached to the right feeds. 

7.4. Make sure are the gas valves are on. 

7.5. Go to the computer and click on the Microbial or Cell Culture icons on the 

computer. 

7.6. After the program opens click on configure then go down to “Edit Run 

Conditions.” 

7.7. Set the temperature in all wells to 30
o
C. 

7.8. Set the dissolved oxygen control to flow and set flow rate to desired vvm 

(Working volume of the wells is 3.5ml to 7ml). 

7.9. Turn pH control off 

7.10. Set shaking to desired set point. 

7.11. Once the desired parameters are set go to “File” and click “Save As.” 

7.12.  Name the configuration and save it in accessible location 

7.13. Then choose “File” and “Exit.” 

7.14. Open the file that was just saved by double clicking on it. 

7.15. Locate “Log Rate” a set the value to 0.15 minutes. 

7.16. Close the configuration file and save changes if prompted. 

7.17. Go back to the control software’s front panel were the wells are indicated by 

green circles. 

7.18. Go to “Configure” and “Load Run Conditions.” 

7.19. Navigate to the correct file and choose “OK.” 

 

8. kLa DETERMINATION MICROBIOREACTOR CASSETTE PROCEDURE: 

8.1. Obtain a MRT-REG2CS cassette and remove from the packaging.   

8.2. Obtain 4 packs of type A caps or MRT-CAP-A caps. 

8.3. Pipet the desired volume into each the wells that will be used in the experiment 

(Working volume of the wells is 3.5ml to 7ml). 
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8.4. Place the caps on the wells 

8.5. Place the cassette on the microbioreactor making sure the side with the print on it 

near the bottom is facing forward. 

8.6. Click clamp on the front panel on the computer and apply pressure to the top of 

the cassette until the front panel shows the option “Start Run.” 

8.7. Click “Start Run” and add any appropriate comments or labels to the run and 

begin. 

 

9. kLa DETERMINATION MODIFIED SULFITE OXIDATION PROCEDURE: 

9.1. Allow the temperature and the DO readings to reach the set points. The 

temperature and DO readings can be viewed by clicking on the “T” and “DO” 

buttons on the front panel of the control software. 

9.2. Pause the run take off the caps and add 1 ml/L of 0.01 M cobalt chloride to each 

of the wells used in the experiment. 

9.3. Place the caps back on and start the run again allow the cobalt chloride to mix for 

one minute. 

9.4. Pause the run take off the caps and add sodium sulfite to a final concentration of 

3g/L in each of the wells used in the experiment. 

9.5. Start the run again and wait for the DO to come back up.  

9.6. When the DO is stable at a high percentage end the run by clicking “Pause Run” 

and then “Unclamp” and finally Stop Run”. 

9.7. Add any comments and end the run.  

9.8. Close the control program and remove the cassette for disposal or rinsing. 

  

10. KLA DETERMINATION DATA ANALYSIS: 

10.1. Open the MR Data icon and locate run data based on the date of the run (the run 

files are saved based on date in the following format 011212 for January 12, 

2012). 

10.2. If the file is not found in the MR Data file. Open the MR backup data file. 

10.2.1. Click on the start icon or windows to open the program laucher and select 

“Computer” or “My Computer.” 

10.2.2. Open “C disk” or “Local C disk”. 

10.2.3. Open the MR backup data file and locate the run data based on the date 

10.3. Open the file and click on the icon that says “DO.” 

10.4. Take the data and copy it in excel to analyze. 

10.5. Determine the reaction time by the difference between when the DO fell below 

10% and when it rose to 10%.
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10.6. Calculate kLa using the equations: 

10.6.1. QO2=kLa(C*-CL) 

CL=0 mg/L, C*=7.6mg/L 

10.6.2. QO2=Na2SO3 mg/L*(16g O2/126g Na2SO3) 

Reaction Time (hrs) 

10.6.3. kLa (hr
-1

)=(3000 mg/L Na2SO3*0.127)/(Reaction time (hrs)*7.6 mg/L) 

 

10.7. If the same cassette is used to perform more experiments rinse the wells used in 

the experiment. 

10.8. Either dispose of cassette or place back in the black bag it was packaged with and 

store in the cassette box. 

11. REFERENCES: 

BEC 426/526 Modified Sulfite Oxidation Lab Protocol 
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1. PURPOSE: 

1.1. This procedure details how inoculate the 24 well cassette Pall microbioreactor 

with P. Pastoris. 

  

2. SCOPE: 
2.1. This procedure applies to all Operations staff, faculty, students and other BTEC 

staff who are trying to inoculate the microbioreactor. 

 

3. DEFINITIONS: 
3.1. DI Water: Deionized Water. 

 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES: 
4.1. All students or BTEC staff who are attempting to inoculate the Pall 

microbioreactor are responsible for following the established procedures. 

 

5. SAFETY: 

5.1. Follow all general lab safety procedures  

5.2. Follow all safety procedures listed in SOPs related to a material, tools or 

equipment in question.  

 

6. MATERIALS: 

6.1. Microbioreactor system 

6.2. Computer 

6.3. Microbioreactor control software 

6.4. 24 well cassette 

6.5. Caps appropriate for cell culture or microbial culture 

6.6. 10ml Pipet 

6.7. Pipet aid 

6.8. Pipet 

6.9. Pipet tips 

6.10. Cryostock 

6.11. 250ml Shake Flask 

6.12. Multi-Channel Pipet 

6.13. Spectrophotometer 

Appendix D: Inoculation and Operation of the Micro 24 
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7. STARTING A MICRO 24 RUN: 

7.1. Turn the computer turn. 

7.2. Turn the microbioreactor on. 

7.3. Go to the computer and click on the Microbial or Cell Culture icons on the 

computer. 

7.4. After the program opens click on configure then go down to “Edit Run 

Conditions.” 

7.5. Set the temperature in all wells to 30
o
C. 

7.6. Set the dissolved oxygen control to flow to 20 sccm (Working volume of the 

wells is 3.5ml to 7ml). 

7.7. Turn pH control off 

7.8. Set shaking to 800rpm. 

7.9. Select the Standard gas line configuration. 

7.10. Once the desired parameters are set go to “File” and click “Save As.” 

7.11.  Name the configuration and save it in accessible location 

7.12. On the next run this configuration can be loaded under the configure tab 

 

8. INOCULATION OF INDIVIDUAL WELLS ON THE CASSETTE : 

8.1. Obtain a MRT-REG2CS cassette and remove from the packaging.   

8.2. Obtain 4 packs of type A caps or MRT-CAP-A caps. 

8.3. Pipet the 5mL volume into each the wells that will be used in the experiment. 

8.4. Add a drop of sterilized antifoam to each well being used with a sterile syringe 

and needle 

8.5. Place the caps on the wells. 

8.6. Place the cassette on the microbioreactor making sure the side with the print on it 

near the bottom is facing forward. 

8.7. Click clamp on the front panel on the computer and apply pressure to the top of 

the cassette until the front panel shows the option “Start Run.” 

8.8. Click “Start Run” and add any appropriate comments or labels to the run and 

begin. 

8.9. Allow the temperature and the DO readings to reach the set points. The 

temperature and DO readings can be viewed by clicking on the “T” and “DO” 

buttons on the front panel of the control software. 

8.10. Obtain a cryovial(Refer to SOP: Preparing Working Cryostocks of Pichia 

pastoris) and thaw by hand. 

8.11. Inoculate the wells being used with the desired seeding volume (usually 25µL or 

50µL).
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9. INOCULATION OF MULTIPLE WELLS ON THE CASSETTE: 

9.1. Prepare a sterile 250mL shake flask. 

9.2. Fill shake flask with an appropriate amount of BFM21* (5mL*the number of 

wells to be used). 

9.3. Obtain a cryovial(Refer to SOP: Preparing Working Cryostocks of Pichia 

pastoris) and thaw by hand 

9.4. Inoculate the flask with 200µL for every 50mL of volume. 

9.5. Obtain a MRT-REG2CS cassette and remove from the packaging.   

9.6. Obtain 4 packs of type A caps or MRT-CAP-A caps. 

9.7. Add 5mL of inoculated media to each well being used. 

9.8. Add a drop of sterilized antifoam to each well being used with a sterile syringe 

and needle. 

9.9. Place the caps on the wells. 

9.10. Place the cassette on the microbioreactor making sure the side with the print on it 

near the bottom is facing forward. 

9.11. Click clamp on the front panel on the computer and apply pressure to the top of 

the Click “Start Run” and add any appropriate comments or labels to the run and 

begin. 

  

10. SAMPLING PROCEDURE FOR THE MICRO 24: 

10.1. Prepare appropriate dilutions for sampling in a biosafety cabinet. 

10.2. Start with a 10x dilution and adjust dilution factor as needed 

10.2.1. Dilute all samples to reduce the amount of culture removed from the 

wells 

10.2.2. Fill cuvettes with 900µL of BFM21*. 

10.3. Prepare a blank by pipetting 1mL of BFM21* in a cuvette. 

10.4. Go to the controller and click “Pause Run.” 

10.5. This will cause to option to pop up on the screen: “Resume Run” and “Unclamp.” 

10.6. Click “Unclamp” and remove the cassette from the Micro 24. 

10.7. Take the cassette inside the biosafety cabinet 

10.8. Quickly take a 100µL sample from each well using a multi-channel pipet. 

10.9. Deposit the samples into the prepared dilutions of BFM21* media. 

10.10. Take the cassette and place it back on the Micro 24 

10.11. Click the “Clamp” option and then click the “Continue Run” option. 

11. ENDING AN EXPERIMENT: 

11.1. Click “Pause Run” then click “Unclamp” and then click “Stop Run”
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11.2. Take the cassette off the Micro-24 pour the contents down the sink 

11.3. If the same cassette is to be used to perform more experiments rinse the wells 

used in the experiment. 

11.4. Either dispose of cassette or place back in the black bag it was packaged with and 

store in the cassette box. 

11.5. Turn the Micro-24 off 

12. DATA ANALYSIS 

12.1. Open the MR Data icon and locate run data based on the date of the run (the run 

files are saved based on date in the following format 011212 for January 12, 

2012). 

12.2. If the file is not found in the MR Data file. Open the MR backup data file. 

12.2.1. Click on the start icon or windows to open the program launcher and 

select “Computer” or “My Computer.” 

12.2.2. Open “C disk” or “Local C disk”. 

12.2.3. Open the MR backup data file and locate the run data based on the date 

12.3. Open the file and click on the icon that says “DO.” 

12.4. Take the data and copy it in excel to analyze. 

 

13. REFERENCES 

13.1. SOP: Preparing Working Cryostocks of Pichia pastoris). 
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1. PURPOSE: 

1.1. Protocol for performing Pichia pastoris inoculum transfer from 2 L shaker flask 

to 30 L fermentor BR-2180. 

  

2. SCOPE: 
2.1. This procedure applies to all operations staff, faculty, students and other BTEC 

staff utilizing BR-2180, BIOSTAT C-DCU3 30 L bioreactor for performing 

Pichia pastoris fermentation. 

 

3. DEFINITIONS: 

3.1. N/A 

 

4. RESPONSIBILITIES: 
4.1. All operations staff, faculty, students, and other BTEC staff utilizing BR-2180 for 

P. pastoris fermentation are responsible for following procedures as described by 

this SOP. 

 

5. SAFETY: 

5.1. Follow all applicable lab safety practices when executing this procedure. 

5.2. Wear appropriate PPE at all times when in the lab. 

5.3. Use care when working with vessels under pressure. 

 

6. MATERIALS: 

6.1. 500 mL glass bottle 

6.2. Weld-able Tubing (Cole Parmer 06422-05), 3 feet 

6.3. ½” diaphragm valve 

6.4. Zip ties 

6.5. Zip tie fastener 

6.6. Sanitary clamp 

6.7. ½” hose barb fitting 

6.8. ½” gasket 

6.9. Autoclave paper, 2, 4”x4” squares 

6.10. Autoclave tape

Appendix E: Pichia pastoris 30 L Bioreactor BR-2180 Inoculum Transfer Procedure 
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6.11. Rubber band 

6.12. Transfer cap with rubber gasket 

6.13. Tubing welder 

6.14. ¼” tubing welder cassettes 

6.15. Blade 

6.16. Peristaltic pump 

 

 

7. PROCEDURE: 

7.1. Prepare transfer valve by connecting 3 feet of weld-able tubing to ½” hose barb 

fitting and fixing tightly with zip tie 

7.2. Attach fitting to ½” diaphragm valve with ½” gasket and sanitary clamp 

7.3. Cover valve opening with 4”x4” square and fix with rubber band 

7.4. Leave valve open during autoclave cycle 

7.5. Put clamp on tubing end (leave open) 

7.6. Cover tubing end tightly and wrap with autoclave tape 

7.6.1. Leave end of tubing open 

7.6.2. Cover tubing 

7.6.3. 20 minutes after autoclave cycle completion close clamp and valve 
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7.7. Prepare glass transfer bottle by attaching weld-able tubing: 

7.7.1. Dip tube inside bottle, cut ½-1” above bottle lid 

7.7.1.1. Cut dip tube opening at angle 

7.7.2. Attach 3” weld-able transfer tubing to hose barb opposite dip tube 

opening 

7.7.2.1. Fix with zip tie 

7.7.2.2. Tape and clamp open tubing end 

7.7.3. Attach vent filter to remaining external hose barb 

7.7.3.1. Ensure vent is not attached to dip tube 

7.7.3.2. Filter should be oriented with writing faced up 
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7.8. Autoclave with clamp open on dry goods cycle 

7.9. After ~20 minutes, close clamp 

7.10. Steam autoclaved transfer fitting to feed port of fermentor 

7.11. Allow to cool for 10 minutes 

7.12. Prepare tubing welder by turning on and closing cover to ensure alignment of tube 

cassettes 

7.13. Ensure right cassette for tubing size is installed (e.g. ¼”) 

7.13.1. Always remove bottom 1
st
 then top and vice versa 

7.14. Transfer inoculum into prepared transfer bottle in biosafety cabinet 

7.15. Use stir plate set to 30 C and agitate transfer bottle with hand during transfer 

procedure 

7.16. Fit tubing from prepared transfer bottle and feed tube in correct order
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7.17. Add blade with sensor in correct position (as shown in picture) 

7.18. Fit snugly 

7.19. Close lid all the way.  Screen will display “depyrogenation” 

 

 
 

7.20. Fit blade removal tool on left 

7.20.1. Force blade up and to the right 

7.20.2. Peel off tubing to re-use blade 

7.21. Pop weld open 

7.22. Use peristaltic pump to quickly transfer inoculum into fermentor 

7.23. Reset welder cassettes 

7.24. Close then and close lid 

7.25. NOTE:  Don’t use bent or stained blades 

 

 

8. REFERENCES: 

N/A 


